ICOM IC-2710H

dual band mobile reviewed

Build an add-on synchronous detector
YOUR SONY SPECIALIST

All products covered by a total manufacturers guarantee

NEW FROM SONY
CRF-V21 Satellite Weather Fax and HF Receiver with print-out last few remaining... RRP £209.00 ASK PRICE £125.00
ICF-SW1000T Digital SW LW FM stereo, LSB USB & Cassette RRP £449.95 ASK PRICE £360.00
ICF-SW77 150-2995kHz, usb/lsb cw, 160 memories & labeling facility, 5 event timer, world time
ICF-SW55 RRP £299.95 ASK PRICE £235.55
ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95 ASK PRICE £159.95
ICF-SW7600G RRP £189.95 ASK PRICE £129.95
ICF-SW93 RRP £149.95 ASK PRICE £135.00
ICF-SW60 RRP £119.95 ASK PRICE £100.00
ICF-SW22 7x SW MW & FM RRP £74.95 ASK PRICE £49.95
ICF-SW10 RRP £59.95 ASK PRICE £50.00
AN1 Active SW antenna RRP £74.95 ASK PRICE £59.95
AN71 Wire antenna £4.95
AN100 Active antenna for ICF SW100 & ICF SW7600G £49.95
AN102 Compact active antenna £59.95

SW Receivers

LOWE
HF-150 KEY PAD £39.95
IF-150 interface £385.00
HF-225 Europa £645.00

HANDHELD & BASE SCANNERS

YUPITERU
MTV-1255i air band £169.95
VT-150 FM marine £169.95
MVT-225 civil & military airband £250.00
MVT-7000 100KHz-1300MHz (no gaps) £255.00
MVT-7100 500KHz-1300MHz * SPECIAL OFFER £290.00
MVT-8000 homebase 8MHz-1300MHz £335.00

YAESU
FRG-100 50Hz-30MHz £499.95
FRG-9600 60MHz-905MHz £525.00

ALINCO
DJ-X1D 200KHz-1300MHz £295.00

TRANSCIEVERS

ALINCO
DJ G/E VHF Hand Held £280.00
DJ F/E VHF Hand Held £250.00
DJ 480 UHF Hand Held £250.00
JRC 450 UHF Mobile £335.00
JRC 599E UHF/VHF Mobile £350.00
JRC 599E-VHF Mobile £350.00
JRC 599E-VHF Hand Held £199.00
JRC 1800 VHF Hand Held £225.00

YAESU
FT 900 AT HF/ALLMODE INC. ANTENNA £49.95
FT 9000E 200KHz-2400MHz £640.00
FT 2500 VHF Mobile £335.00
FT 5100 UHF Mobile £335.00
FT 7000 VHF Mobile £335.00
FT 10R VHF Hand Held £290.00
FT 11R VHF Hand Held £290.00
FT 11R VHF Hand Held 5 Watt Battery £310.00
FT 51R Dual Band Hand Held £455.00

ICOM
IC-DELTA 1: Tribander Handheld £635.00
IC-W11C+: Dual Bander Hand Held £415.00
IC-T21E-VHF/UHF Rx Hand Held £380.00
IC-2GE-VHF (Batt Only) Hand Held £230.00
NEW IC-T22E VHF Hand Held £250.00
IC-330H-UHF/VHF Mobile £635.00
IC-2340H-UHF/VHF Mobile £275.00
IC-2700H-UHF/VHF Mobile £669.00
IC-291H-VHF/UHF Rx Mobile £370.00
IC-706-HF/5MHz W/BAND Rx £1090.00

TAX FREE FOR EXPORT. MAIL ORDER IMMEDIATE DESPATCH. GOVERNMENT & LOCAL AUTHORITY ORDERS WELCOME

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO ASK ELECTRONICS LTD AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD

FOR THE BEST PRICES GIVE US A CALL ON:- 0171 637 0353
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New
Amateur
LF Allocation

The Radiocommunications Agency have announced that a new Amateur Radio frequency band is now available. They say the allocation (71.6kHz to 74.4kHz) has been assigned following requests from the Amateur Radio community, particularly from Radio Amateurs who want to investigate propagation through the ground by transmission from underground caves. The allocation will be available to any holder of a class A Amateur Radio licence who wishes to investigate LF propagation. Use of this allocation will require a variation of the individual's licence and applications should be made to the Radio Society of Great Britain at the following address; LF Allocation, The Chairman, RSGB HF Committee, RSGB, Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE. Colin G3PSM (who is the RSGB HF Committee's Chairman) tells us that the following conditions will apply; ERP; OdBW (1 Watt), Status; Non Interference basis, no mobile/maritime mobile operation. Operation at a temporary location requires 7 days notice to the District R.I.S. Applications should be made stating: Name, Callsign, Main Station Address, Modes (emission designators) to be used (all modes are permitted but the RA would like to be aware of the modes being used), and whether the applicant intends to operate at a temporary address.

Beacon News

Ham Radio Today has been informed of a new beacon which has joined the International Beacon Project worldwide network. 4X6TU in Tel Aviv is now operational on 14100, 18110, 21150, 24930 and 28200kHz with stepped powers of up to 100 Watts to a vertical aerial. This is on a three minute cycle with 10 second transmissions on each frequency in turn. It joins ZS6DN, LU4AA and YV5B while JA21GY is expected on air soon. The network once completed next year, will comprise of 17 five band beacons synchronised by satellite control.

Geoff Watts (Memorial) Award

The International Short Wave League (ISWL) have introduced a new award, the Geoff Watts (Memorial) Award. Geoff Watts ISWL G-7187/BR5-3129 was the first short wave listener in the world to be honoured with the CQ Magazine 'DX Hall Of Fame Award' with distinction. He was also the first British SWL to have 40 zones and 300 DXCC Countries confirmed. Geoff founded the 'Islands On The Air Award' and his prefix lists were used by Amateur and Short Wave Listeners world wide.

World QRP Day

June 17th is designated annually by the IARU as World QRP Day. It's not a contest, the idea is to just to get amateurs to try working with low power. Many QRP stations will be on air, using powers of SW down to a few milliwatts. High power stations are asked to avoid interference to these QRP stations, or indeed turn down their power and join in with the fun!

Contest Call Signs for Amateur Radio

The Radiocommunications Agency have also announced that special call signs are now available for clubs who wish to participate in Amateur Radio contests. The aim of these contests is to make as many contacts as possible in a specified period. The contest call signs are shorter than those normally issued for Amateur Radio making them invaluable in such contests. They will comprise of a G or M, a regional locator (e.g. W for Wales), a digit corresponding to the year (e.g. 6 for 1996) and a chosen single suffix letter, for instance GV6A, G6B, M16A etc. 52 callsigns are available each year.

RAE changes 'on hold'

At a meeting with the Radiocommunications Agency on 11th March, proposals from the City Et Guilds for changes to the RAE were discussed. Following representations by the RSGB, these proposals have been put on hold pending further discussions.

The award is open to all radio amateurs and short wave listeners. To claim the award the claimant must have verified contacts, either worked or heard, since 1st January 1995 with the following islands; Greenland, Europa Island, Orkney Islands, Falkland Islands, Faro Island, Wake Island, Ascension Island, Taiwan, Trinidad, and St. Lucia Island. Special claim forms, which must be used, and a full set of rules can be obtained from the ISWL Awards and Contests Manager, Herbert Yeldham, Wade Reach, Walton-on-the-Naze, Essex CO14 8RG
1996 Young Radio Amateur Of The Year Award

The Radiocommunications Agency, an Executive Agency of the DTI, in conjunction with the Radio Society Of Great Britain, have announced the Young Amateur of the Year Award 1996. The competition, which is for the most outstanding achievement by a young Amateur Radio enthusiast, is open to anyone under 18 who has an interest in radio. Candidates don't have to be licence holders to apply but the following areas of activity will be taken into account when applications are assessed: DIY radio construction, operation of radio, community service (e.g. helping the disabled or assisting in emergency communications), encouraging others (e.g. through the Novice licence scheme), and school projects. The award was first launched in 1988, the idea behind the scheme is to generate interest in Amateur Radio and to encourage people to become involved for themselves.

The prize, for the most outstanding achievement between 1st August 1995 and 31st July 1996, will be awarded by the Radiocommunications Agency and presented at the RSGB's HF Convention in October 1996. All entrants will receive a copy of the RSGB's Amateur Radio log book, while the winner will receive a £300 cash prize from the Agency and the runner-up a £50 cash prize from the Agency. Both winner and runner-up will also be invited to visit the Agency's Radio Monitoring Station at Baldock, Hertfordshire. In the past, the radio communications industry has also been very supportive of this award and has provided additional prizes for both the winner and runner-up.

Last year's winner was 16 year old Leroy Kirby from Cardigan, Dyfed. Leroy was a keen promoter of amateur radio through both the Scouts and the Air Training Corps. He had run a number of special event stations including two for 'Jamboree On The Air'. He was an active member of his local amateur radio emergency service and had successfully revived a local YMCA amateur radio club. A keen participant in contests, Leroy had won a number of awards for successful contacts. Leroy's main interest was in packet radio and he had helped to set up a new local Bulletin Board System.

Air Cadet Radio

The Air Training Corps, 'Air Cadets', was formed in 1941 and from 1948 Cadets have been operating Radio Frequencies allocated to them by the RAF. In the early days Cadets were taught using airborne type equipment such as the T1154 and R1155. The training remained much the same for many years with a regular Sunday morning net on HF which continues to this day.

In the early 1970's the lack of suitable HF equipment available from RAF sources prompted the issue of VHF equipment and various suitable frequencies were allocated. At the same time some UHF frequencies also issued. Since then Air Cadet radio has progressed with the wider use of radio by many more units. Equipment has over the years been acquired from many sources other than from the RAF and in particular ex-PMR equipment. At this year's London Show for example, exhibitors South Midlands Communications Ltd. presented the Air Training Corps with several ex-PMR transceivers as a donation to their communications systems.

The introduction of the Novice licence some time ago attracted the attention of Air Cadet Radio Officer, Sqn Ldr Tony King. The scheme was well suited for an addition to the Air Cadet Radio training syllabus and discussions took place with the RSGB. After lengthy talks and proposals most of the practical exercises have been included in the revised Air Cadet Radio training document. It is expected to take a Cadet about 30 hours training to complete the course at the end of which they will be awarded an Air Cadet Radio Operators Certificate. On completion of the course Cadets will be encouraged to undertake further training with a Novice Instructor with the aim of sitting the Novice Exam.

At the London Amateur Radio Show held in March, the new Radio Training Document was launched. This was the culmination of 4 years hard work with advice coming from many instructors and in particular the main team lead by Sqn Ldr Tony King which comprised of Flt Lt Malcolm Wood, Mr Ray Degg, Mr Robert Maskill and Mr Eric Hersenander. The team are now looking forward to organising a major Air Cadet Radio event to celebrate the Millennium. The Air Training Corps is looking for Instructors to help teach the new Radio syllabus.

Anyone interested, or for further information contact HQ Air Cadets (TG2), RAF Cranwell, Sleaford, Lincs NG34 8HB, Tel. 01400 261201 ext. 7619
4m QSO Party

In celebration of the 40th anniversary of the release of 70MHz within the UK, Four Metres News is organising a 4m QSO Party, to run from 1st July through to 30th September 1996 (except on the days of the RSGB contests on 4m). The aim is to encourage 4m stations to work as many different stations within the UK, the Bromsgrove and District Amateur Radio Club have organised a 4m Convention. The event is to be held at the Avoncroft Art Society Main Building, off Redditch Road, Stoke Prior, Bromsgrove on Saturday 15th June 1996, 10.00am to 4.00pm, featuring lectures, test bench with spectrum analyzer etc., bring and buy stand for 4m and related gear, and trade stands selling 4m equipment, 'Four Metres News' will also be in attendance. The entrance fee will include a buffet lunch and light refreshments will be available throughout the day. If you would like to attend, please inform Barry Palin G4AHK of your interest in the event. This will assist the organisers to plan the day. Barry can be contacted on 0121 445 5464 (answerphone/fax), or at 11 Ash Grove Close, Marlbrook, Bromsgrove, Worcs B60 1HW

Bromsgrove 4m Convention

Again to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the allocation of 4m within the UK, the Bromsgrove and District Amateur Radio Club have organised a 4m Convention. The event is to be held at the Avoncroft Art Society Main Building, off Redditch Road, Stoke Prior, Bromsgrove on Saturday 15th June 1996, 10.00am to 4.00pm, featuring lectures, test bench with spectrum analyzer etc., bring and buy stand for 4m and related gear, and trade stands selling 4m equipment, 'Four Metres News' will also be in attendance. The entrance fee will include a buffet lunch and light refreshments will be available throughout the day. If you would like to attend, please inform Barry Palin G4AHK of your interest in the event. This will assist the organisers to plan the day. Barry can be contacted on 0121 445 5464 (answerphone/fax), or at 11 Ash Grove Close, Marlbrook, Bromsgrove, Worcs B60 1HW

ILA Prefix/Countries Contest

The International Listeners Association are running an Amateur Radio Prefix/Countries Contest from 0000hrs on 1st June to 2400hrs on 30th June 1996. The aim of the contest will be to log as many Amateur Prefixes as possible on the 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 10metre bands. Prefixes can be logged only on each band. Logs must show callsign, frequency, time, date, prefix claimed and points claimed. Stations in your own continent count as one point, stations outside your continent count as two points. The final score will be the total number of points scored multiplied by the total number of countries. Entries must be sent to the Contest Manager with the entry fee of £1.00 Sterling (or $1.50) before July 1st 1996. Send your entry to; Ken Burnell, Contest Manager, 91 Mablins Lane, Coppenhall, Crewe CW1 3RG

RAE Course

Trowbridge and District Amateur Radio Club, intend to run a Radio Amateurs examination course starting in September 1996. The course will be held weekly in the village of Southwick, near Trowbridge, Wiltshire. Further details can be obtained by contacting the course tutor Chris Parnell G0HFX, Tel. 01225 764874 evenings, or Club Secretary Ian Carter G0GRI, Tel. 01225 864698 evenings.

RSGB Emergency Communications Officer vacancy

The following statement has been issued by the Council of the RSGB: “Council wishes to inform members of the society that G. Reilly-Cooper G0MAM, no longer acts as the RSGB Emergency Communications Officer. Council wishes to place on record the Society’s appreciation of Mr Reilly-Cooper’s past efforts in this field of amateur activity. The vacancy for the position of RSGB Emergency Communications Officer will be advertised in the Society’s journal and all applications will be treated on their merits. Until such time as an appointment is made, queries relating to talk-through permits should go to the Licensing Advisory Committee Chairman, I. D. Suart G4AUP. Any other query relating to RAYNET matters should be directed to the Membership Liaison Committee, I. J. Kyle GIBAYZ.

“Council reiterates its wholehearted commitment to the role of RAYNET groups in training for and providing emergency communications and will, to the best of its ability, continue to fully support all groups wishing to be affiliated to the Society. To this end, the Radio Society Of Great Britain proposes to host an open meeting later this year in order that all who have an interest in the field of emergency communications may make a contribution to the formulation of a policy for the future. The venue and date of this meeting will be published well in advance.”

Where you at Bletchley?

Some 12,000 people worked at Bletchley Park during the war. Many, many more have followed them since. After the war the Park was used for training, by the Foreign Office, Civil Aviation and the Post Office. Were you ever involved with Bletchley Park?

Did you go there afterwards to do your training prior to moving on elsewhere?

On Sunday 1st September 1996, The Milton Keynes ARS will be holding a rally / car boot sale / fayre at Bletchley Park. Come along and join in the grand re-union to be held in the Bletchley Park Club, alongside the mansion at 1.30pm. Have a pint and a natter with old mates from years past. Leave your name and phone number by the bar. Look up old friends who may be there that same day.

If you can’t make it that day, then never mind, just send your name and details with someone who is going and get them to enrol you. Maybe you can make it next year? They’ll still be there. For further details contact Des Shepherd G3LCS, Station Manager GB2BP, 35 The Crescent, Haversham, Milton Keynes MK19 7AN
Radio and Telecommunications Correspondence School

For many years the R&TCS has been conducting tutored and untutored correspondence courses for the City & Guilds of London Institute, including the RAE and professional qualifications in Telecommunications and Electronics Engineering, course No. 2710, which is now in the process of being updated to 2720. The latter course comprises of three levels, namely the Technician Certificate, Technician Diploma and the Advanced Technician Diploma.

This course can be started at any time of the year and can be undertaken by anyone with a reasonable background of basic mathematics and science as taught at school. The school's correspondence course is designed especially for City & Guilds 2710/2720 and all students are under the general supervision of Mr. A. Goddard BSc (Eng) MIEE, who is a past member of the examining body of the City & Guilds. Each subject is taught by a combination of standard approved textbooks, lesson and revision notes, worked examples and examination questions from past years' City & Guilds programmes.

The RAE courses can again be started at any time of the year and a student of say average ability and interest can successfully complete their studies in six to nine months. For further details contact the R&TCS, 12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN, Tel. 01626 779398 or see their advert in the classified section of HRT.

New Yaesu Handheld

Yaesu have announced the availability of the latest in dual band handheld technology, the FT-50R. They tell us this engineering achievement offers features never before found in such a rugged, weather resistant, ultra-compact design offering a full 5W of power output. The FT-50R includes wide-band coverage to 999MHz, keypad and PC programmability, rugged MIL-STD 815 rating, CTCSS and Digital Coded Squelch. The set is due to sell for around £339.00. For further details contact Yaesu UK, or your local Yaesu dealer. Watch out for the review soon in HRT!

New Realistic Base Scanner

The PRO-2037 is the very latest scanner to be released from Realistic. This 200 channel base unit has a very useful coverage of 66-88, 118-174, 380-512 and 806-960MHz. It can scan at 25 memory channels per second, or 50 steps per second in search mode, so you will not miss many stations at this speed. The scanner is AM/FM switchable which ensures you do not miss out with either mode. The triple conversion virtually eliminates any interference from IF images, so you don't get any odd stations appearing at any odd frequencies. The PRO-2037 can be powered by 240 volts AC, or from a 12V DC supply. The 10dB attenuator helps reduce local station interference. The scanner is supplied with aerial and manual, the retail price is £249.99. For further details contact Link Electronics, Tel. 01733 345731, Fax. 01733 346770.

SMC acquire Siskin Electronics

South Midlands Communications tell us they are very pleased to announce the acquisition of Siskin Electronics, the UK's premier supplier of digital amateur radio equipment transmission equipment. The well known and highly respected driving force behind Siskin, Phil Buckmaster's HamCall world wide CD callbook and the Siskin Multi-CAT, will also be introduced into SMC branches making one-stop shopping for the radio enthusiast a reality at last. We also intend to apply Phil's expertise to many of our commercial radio projects.

For the Siskin team it's business as usual except for the daunting task of learning the names of SMC's 65 odd Southampton staff members! Siskin's unique out-of-hours helpline and comprehensive warranty facilities will of course be available to both companies customers' old and new. For further information, contact Graham Taylor at SMC, Tel: 01703 255111, email smc@tcp.co.uk. (Siskin's telephone, fax and email currently remains unchanged with an additional amateur radio data hotline number on 01703 254507).
**THIS MONTHS SOFTWARE COLLECTION**

QRP HomeBuilder version 2.0 is a freeware Windows program, for amateurs who enjoy building their own radio equipment, or indeed are interested in building their own radio equipment. The program includes designs and schematics for a universal VFO and universal diplexer, a capacitor code reader, coil builder, power converter, and QRP article references.

NEC4WIN V1.5 is described as 'Minnec for Windows'. It's a very useful program to know what your aerial is doing, or how it's height difference above ground affects your signal take-off. It can plot and print Azimuth and Zenith patterns, compute impedance, SWR, lobe angles and width, F/B ratio, and plenty more. Full on-line Windows-based help is given in this shareware program.

LogSat Windows V3.0 is a very impressive satellite tracking program, with data on a very wide range of orbiting satellites. As well as multi-window tracking and orbit information in both 'real time' and future scheduling, it includes aerial analysis including 3D radiation diagrams, a logbook and even a callbook section, plus propagation and locator calculations. A very impressive shareware program!

From this month’s magazine columns;

**G4SGL Collection - MUFsight**

G4SGL Collection - MUFsight is a superb world-map based HF propagation program, giving MUF and LUF to any point on the globe from your location, even graphs of MUF/LUF based on the time of day - fully working but limited to fixed sunspot count and date.

**MONITOR**

MONITOR - a public-domain DOS program control of the Yaesu FRG-8800 HF receiver and the FRG-9600 scanner. Also several demo programs which all run under Windows, i.e. Quicksilver (Icom rig control, time limited for each session), Sprite (for FRG-100 remote control, time limited for each session).

Also there's the Oscar 13 disk (see this month's Satellite Rendezvous) - the very latest information on AMSAT-Oscar 13 including decay elements and re-entry information, a disk packed full of files and useful information.

**How much does it cost?**

Each copy of our Ham Radio Today Software Collections is supplied on a 1.44Mb High Density PC disk. The cost is just £1.00 per disk including UK p/p - which only covers costs and which we believe to be the cheapest anywhere in the UK.

European residents (including Eire) should send either three US$1 notes, or a Sterling bank draft/demand drawn on an English bank account to the value of £1.50 per disk. Outside Europe, please send four US$1 notes, or a Sterling bank draft/demand drawn on an English bank account to the value of £2.00, per disk. You send cash at your risk, use registered post if you wish added security. All orders outside the UK are sent via airmail.

To get your copy of this month's Ham Radio Today Software Collection(s), simply send a £1.00 cheque or Postal Order for each disk, payable to Mr Steven Lorek, together with your completed coupon. A copy of the coupon, or letter similarly laid out, if accompanied by the original corner flash from this page, is also acceptable.

Please note: Other payment methods can't be accepted. Please do not make your cheque or Postal Order payable to any other individual or any company. Only standard second class post (UK - airmail overseas) is acceptable.

**Ham Radio Today Software Offer - Jul 96**

Please send me: Qty of this month's disk (HRT Jul 96), Qty of G4SGL Collection, Qty of Oscar 13 disk

Disks at £1.00 per disk inclusive of disk(s) and UK p/p. This month's offer is valid only until 30th Sept 1996

Name ____________________________________________ Address ____________________________________________ Postcode ____________________________

Cheques/POs payable to Mr. Steven Lorek.

Please note this is a post only service, telephone enquiries cannot be accepted.
CQ from G8IYA Editorial

Are we becoming just black box operators? No way!

If you came along to the to see Chris and I at the Yeovil QRP convention last month, I hope you enjoyed the event, as well as the Ham Radio Today lecture there with the free 'giveaways'. As I'm writing this before the event, I can't really say it was nice to meet everyone (the joys of magazine publishing lead-times!), but if you did come and say hello, maybe asked a few questions about the magazine, then I do hope you left happy!

The monopoly ends - oop's

In last month's CQ from G8IYA Editorial I mentioned the formation of the UK Radio Society, but unfortunately a slight 'gremlin' got into the works! The coordinator was mentioned as Greg GOMAN - this should have been GOMAM. GOMAN (there is no GOMAN) is actually an Isle of Man club station callsign - my apologies to all concerned. GOMAM's address isn't listed in the callbook, but the current address for the UKRS is; United Kingdom Radio Society, Box 100, Meadow Street, Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 5SZ.

Virtual Radio

We've seen the PC plug-in multimode receiver in the WinRadio product where the 'front panel' is your computer screen. Well, I suppose it's a natural progression, as the virtual 'transceiver' is now also with us. As well as all-mode receive, the unit also generates a low power transmission, to feed to an external linear amplifier (you don't really want 100W of RF power generated inside your PC, do you?). Alternatively, just use it 'barefoot' for QRP operation!

Build your own virtual QRP rig?

With the move more and more towards digital communication, with digitally generated speech and CW as well as 'keyboard tapping' modes, can this make experimentation possibilities by amateurs more likely, or is it becoming more and more 'above our heads'? I chatted to a G7 amateur the other day, who told me he'd just designed a tiny handheld VHF receiver. He did it in one day, and said he was going to design the matching transmitter tomorrow. But he hadn't touched a component, or soldering iron, or even a piece of paper. He did it all on his PC, including the circuit design, complete 'RF modelling' (to check it would actually work as required), and the PCB and component layouts. He'll be modelling the transmitter as well, checking the harmonic and spuri levels, power output, modulation quality, and plenty more, again before even starting to build it. 'Fine tweaking' is done on the PC - if the receiver audio is a little too 'toppy' or whatever, just change a few values of 'virtual components' on the 'virtual circuit board' and test again. One stage further is to tell the design program what you want, i.e. the frequency coverage of a VFO, and it'll do it for you based on the value of that surplus variable capacitor you have in your junk box. Is homebrewing dead? Is all this beyond the realms of 'average amateurs', like you and I? Think again. In this month's 'Software Offer', you'll see a QRP Homebrewers program, which let's you do just that. It'll even draw the final circuit out on your screen for you.

Aerial experiments

Many of us also like 'messing with aerials', modifying a length here, feedpoint there, height above ground, adding a few ground stakes or buried radials, all to get your signal out to the best effect. The design of these previously was either down to the technical experts amongst us who used Smith charts and the like, or the 'experimenters' who just tried something to see if it would work or not. Again, computers come to the rescue, and we can do a lot of this now in our shack - no more going up on the roof or lowering the tower every few minutes to shorten or lengthen wires or elements. Guess what else has been chosen for inclusion on this month's software collection? How about amateur satellite QSOs, which nowadays you can even operate through with a dual-band handheld or mobile FM rig. When will Oscar 21 be in range next for a quick QSO, or the next NOAA weather satellite for a JVFAX picture download?

OK, I'll stop going on about what else you'll find on the disk!

If you're not 'into' computers then remember, our hobby is all about communication and sharing of knowledge, including homebrew rig and aerial designs and the like. Which is one reason why you're reading this issue of Ham Radio Today right now, where amateurs share their knowledge and experiences with you. Maybe you'll soon be seeing some even better homebrew rig projects in its pages. How about some rigs and aerials for our new 73kHz band?

From all this, I hope you'll see that, at least in Ham Radio Today, we're keeping up with the way our hobby is changing, and that we don't need to resign ourselves to becoming solely 'black box operators'.

Better web site

Finally if you have Internet Web access, have you seen the 'new look' Ham Radio Today site? You'll be able to read lots of features, equipment reviews, ex-PMR conversions, there's a project for you to build, a free competition to enter, as well as a couple of entire magazine issues to read 'on-line'! We're currently getting over 3,000 'hits' (i.e. accesses from around the world) every single day - that's nearly 100,000 every month! It's also been independently nominated for the 'best UK site' award. You'll find it at http://www.netlink.co.uk/users/hrf
Icom IC-2710H

Chris Lorek G4HCL tests a high power dual band mobile which comes with full remote control on the mic

Safe driving and operating the controls of a multi-function dual band mobile rig often don't go together. Which is why many operators prefer either a 'simple' rig with just a few controls, or quite often just leave the rig set on one channel and use that all day on their local repeater (even when they can easily go simplex, but don't want to change channel!).

'Head-up' displays can help a great deal for operation on the move, as they can minimise the eye-travel distance between the rig's frequency readout and the road ahead. But the greatest problem is usually in operating the rig, and here you really need complete 'head up' operating controls as well. Or of course, everything, or alternatively just enough, on the microphone.

The IC-2710H can give you all of these, as well as being a fully-featured high power 2m and 70cm dual bander. Besides the front panel controls, which are 'mirrored' for each band - 2m on the left and 70cm on the right as a 'mirror image', the supplied FIST microphone has the now-usual up/down buttons, VFO/memory and band switching, plus two programmable user function buttons (e.g. reverse repeater/monitor and instant audio mute). Remove the lower clip-on cover on the mic, and there's also a fully backlit keypad controlling all of the rig's many functions, even the volume and squelch levels for each band.

Add an optional remote extender lead, and you can also unclip the rig's main front panel from the transceiver body and mount it on your dashboard or sun visor, with the rig under your seat or whatever. There's also an optional wireless remote control microphone, which uses an infra-red link, for even easier operation on the move.

Features

The set has all the usual facilities you'd normally expect from a modern dual bander, like simultaneous receive of both bands, CTCSS encode as well as 1750Hz toneburst, CTCSS decode (i.e. Tone squelch) with an optional plug-in unit, manual and automatic DTMF encode, plus DTMF selective calling and paging with another optional plug-in unit There are plenty of memory channels (99 plus three pairs of scan-edge channels on each band) together with various scan modes and the like.

On transmit, the set offers 50W on 2m and 35W on 70cm, with switchable mid and low power settings of 10W and 5W on each band. The receiver, besides offering twin band (2m/70cm) reception, can also be set to receive 2m/2m and 70cm/70cm, i.e. two frequencies on the same band.
simultaneously. A wideband receive facility is also available where allowed, this includes VHF airband receive on AM over the 118-136MHz range (although the set's operation is only guaranteed on the amateur bands).

A built-in speaker is fitted to the lower case lid, and two rear panel 3.5mm jack sockets are fitted for either a single external speaker, or for separate speakers - one carrying 2m audio and the other 70cm. A single SO-239 coax socket is fitted for connection to a dual band aerial, and a flying DC connector lead is used, a substantial length of fused DC cable being supplied. The set measures 140mm (W) x 40mm (H) x 212mm (D) and weighs 1.4kg. A rear panel mounted fan is used to keep the heatsink size down, and besides the rear panel the entire upper section of the set is also a substantial heatsink panel. A mobile mounting bracket comes supplied, and various optional mounting brackets and extension leads are available for remote mounting of the control head.

On the air

First off, I had a good read of the set's 82 page instruction manual, which I must confess I found rather daunting at first. Even though I'm a self-confessed 'gadget freak', I found the constant references to other functions on page so-and-so meant that I initially tended to keep skipping pages to and fro. If I wasn't writing this review, I just wouldn't have bothered and instead learned by 'trial and error'!

Anyway, 'moan-mode' over, I had a good read and a good digest, and then got down to the serious business (it was fun, really) of using the set on-air. The first thing I noticed was that the 2m receiver was extremely sensitive, probably the best on 2m I've used up to now - it put my 'regular' rig to shame! The 50W of 2m transmit power also helped me get my signal to distant stations I could hear. The 70cm side wasn't quite as 'hot', although it still matched the 35W transmitter power quite nicely. I found only one problem due to strong off-channel signals with the set used at home with my rooftop aerial system, that of very slight intermodulation on 2m (a number of other sets I've tried have been far worse). But increasing the set's squelch control past the 12 o'clock position automatically placed a receive attenuator in - a very nice 'touch' which also nicely got rid of this occasional receiver overload problem. Using my tower-mounted 2m/70cm beams also got rid of this, by discriminating against the unwanted signals (from my local fire brigade, on 146MHz), but then most users would probably use a 2m/70cm collinear with a set like this, as I did for most of my operation.

On transmit, my audio was usually described as being clear and of good quality, but I found the set's receive audio to be quite 'boxy', using both the internal speaker and my usual 'test' external speakers.

After I'd become used to the set's operating modes - using both the front panel and microphone controls, I felt reasonably confident of using the set on the move in the car. In it went, and off went the IC-2710H - one for 2m and one for 70cm mounted separately in 'stereo' mode, which gave a very nice 'differentiation' between bands - no need to glance at the set's display to see which band to reply on. The set also had a three-channel 'scratch pad'.
memory - which retained the three last frequencies I'd transmitted on and which could be quickly recalled - after I'd got used to this I must say I found it most handy.

The set also has a selectable 'one touch' PTT mode, where a press of the PTT puts it into transmit, another back to receive - another function I found useful when mobile. The set does also have a selectable transmit time-out timer, of 3, 5, 15 or 30 minutes, to guard against any accidents! About the only function I did find awkward to use was the 1750Hz toneburst - this used a 'second function' (i.e. a two-button push, one after the other) available only on the multi-button keypad section. I feel an easily located single push button should really have been provided for this by Icom.

I found that, both mobile and in the shack, I needed to locate the set in a well-ventilated position - during QSOs using high power it became quite hot (I sometimes couldn't keep my hand on it), although usefully the entire upper section of the set is a heatsink area. No chance of just 'stuffing it in the glove compartment' here.

Lab tests

My measured results showed that the 2m receive side was indeed extremely sensitive, as I found on air (I'm glad I wasn't imagining it!). The set uses a dual conversion superhet, with high 1st IFs of 45.05MHz on 2m and 57.65MHz on 70cm, plus a 2nd IF of 455kHz on each. The 1st image rejection on each band was superb - indeed that of the 2m section was so high (over 120dB ratio) that it was limited by the set's (also good) blocking performance! The adjacent channel rejection of 25kHz spaced signals was fairly reasonable, that of 12.5kHz quite acceptable but probably not high enough for satisfactory 12.5kHz use should we ever move to that spacing in the future. I also found the set to be slightly low in frequency, particularly on 70cm. On transmit the set gave a very healthy power level on both bands, with well-suppressed harmonic levels.

Conclusions

I found the IC-2710, despite its initial 'complex' appearance, allowed very easy operation, and indeed potentially much safer operation on the move than many other current sets. I found the mic-mounted controls instinctively easy to use, and even in the shack I often preferred using the mic-mounted buttons to the tiny volume and squelch knobs on the set - even with my small fingers!

My thanks go to Icom (UK) for the loan of the set for review.

LABORATORY RESULTS:

All measurements taken on 145.0MHz/435.0MHz, high power TX, with 13.8V DC stabilised supply to supplied DC lead, unless otherwise stated.

### RECEIVER:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Squelch Sensitivity</th>
<th>Maximum Audio Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>Threshold: &lt;0.06µV pd (&lt;4dB SINAD)</td>
<td>Measured at 1kHz on the onset of clipping (10% distortion), 8 ohm load; 145MHz: 2.84W RMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum: 0.45µV pd (21dB SINAD)</td>
<td>435MHz: 2.83W RMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35MHz</td>
<td>0.12µV pd (5dB SINAD)</td>
<td>2.99µV pd (29dB SINAD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Input level required to give 12dB SINAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>0.11µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>0.10µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146MHz</td>
<td>0.10µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430MHz</td>
<td>0.17µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>0.18µV pd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440MHz</td>
<td>0.18µV pd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Blocking:
Increase over 12dB SINAD level of interfering signal modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on-channel signal;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>+10kHz</th>
<th>+1MHz</th>
<th>+10MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>79.5dB</td>
<td>94.8dB</td>
<td>97.4dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>79.6dB</td>
<td>90.3dB</td>
<td>93.5dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intermodulation Rejection;
Increase over 12dB SINAD level of two interfering signals giving identical 12dB SINAD on-channel 3rd order intermodulation product;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>25/50kHz spacing</th>
<th>50/100kHz spacing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>66.6dB</td>
<td>66.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>67.0dB</td>
<td>66.4dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adjacent Channel Selectivity;
Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB on-channel signal;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>+12.5kHz</th>
<th>-12.5kHz</th>
<th>+25kHz</th>
<th>-25kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>37.7dB</td>
<td>22.1dB</td>
<td>68.6dB</td>
<td>67.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3dB</td>
<td>67.5dB</td>
<td>64.1dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TX Power Output and Current Consumption;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>10.8V supply</th>
<th>13.8V supply</th>
<th>15.6V supply</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>39.8W/9.65A</td>
<td>53.5W/11.40A</td>
<td>54.0W/11.45A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>11.1W/5.25W</td>
<td>11.3W/5.35A</td>
<td>11.4W/5.50A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.71W/4.00A</td>
<td>5.76W/4.00A</td>
<td>5.86W/4.10A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>41.8W/9.80A</td>
<td>53.5W/11.40A</td>
<td>53.5W/11.44A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>11.1W/5.20A</td>
<td>12.2W/5.30A</td>
<td>11.4W/5.40A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1.42W/3.95A</td>
<td>5.81W/4.00A</td>
<td>5.86W/4.05A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>43.4W/9.90A</td>
<td>53.5W/11.25A</td>
<td>53.5W/11.35A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>11.2W/5.25A</td>
<td>11.3W/5.35A</td>
<td>11.4W/5.45A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.76W/3.95A</td>
<td>5.76W/4.10A</td>
<td>5.86W/4.05A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>21.9W/6.60A</td>
<td>37.2W/8.90A</td>
<td>37.2W/8.65A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>10.3W/4.70A</td>
<td>10.2W/4.70A</td>
<td>10.2W/4.75A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.35W/3.60A</td>
<td>5.40W/3.85A</td>
<td>5.35W/3.60A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>21.9W/6.95A</td>
<td>38.0W/8.90A</td>
<td>38.0W/8.60A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>10.4W/4.60A</td>
<td>10.4W/4.70A</td>
<td>10.5W/4.70A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.45W/3.65A</td>
<td>5.45W/3.80A</td>
<td>5.45W/3.75A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440MHz</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>21.7W/6.85A</td>
<td>38.5W/8.90A</td>
<td>38.5W/8.60A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>10.5W/4.75A</td>
<td>10.5W/4.70A</td>
<td>10.5W/4.70A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>5.50W/3.65A</td>
<td>5.50W/3.80A</td>
<td>5.50W/3.95A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S-Meter Linearity;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Sig. Level</th>
<th>Rel. Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>0.40µV pd</td>
<td>-14.9dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>0.83µV pd</td>
<td>-11.9dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Harmonic</td>
<td>-85dBc</td>
<td>-78dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Harmonic</td>
<td>-76dBc</td>
<td>-76dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Image Rejection;
Increase in level of signal at 1st and 2nd IF image frequencies, and half 1st IF, over level of on-channel signal, to give identical 12dB SINAD signal;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Half 1st IF</th>
<th>1st Image</th>
<th>2nd Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>&gt;120dB</td>
<td>&gt;120dB</td>
<td>81.9dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>99.5dB</td>
<td>99.5dB</td>
<td>95.9dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Harmonics;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd Harmonic</td>
<td>-85dBc</td>
<td>-78dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Harmonic</td>
<td>-76dBc</td>
<td>-76dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Harmonic</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
<td>&lt; -90dBc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Peak Deviation;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.17kHz</td>
<td>5.36kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Toneburst Deviation;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.36kHz</td>
<td>4.43kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency Accuracy;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-495Hz</td>
<td>-1.47kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I first saw the WiNRADiO in an Australian amateur magazine - little wonder, as it's the product of Rosetta Labs who are based in Melbourne. Described by Rosetta as "Your Window to the World", it isn't just another receiver. Instead, it's a plug-in PC card, containing an SSB/AM/NFM/WFM receiver covering the very wide frequency range of 50kHz to 1300MHz. The software provided runs under Windows on a PC, and emulates the front panel of a 'top of the range' communications receiver, complete with digital frequency readout, a large tuning knob which rotates under the control of your PC mouse, mode switches, bargraph S-meter, even world and local time and date displays.

I then saw via the Internet that WiNRADiO was to become available in the UK, distributed by Lowe Electronics - and an email to Lowe via their Web site brought forth one of the very first samples for review in Ham Radio Today. Well, being a PC product, one does have to follow the appropriate protocol!

**Features**

You'll see the general layout of the set's 'controls' from the screen shot. To control the many front panel facilities, you've a choice of using either the PC mouse or the keyboard - for example the up/down/left/right keyboard arrow keys in conjunction with various letter buttons, or simply 'point - click - move' with the mouse buttons. You'll need a suitable PC, a minimum of a 386 running Windows 3.1 or higher, plus a vacant 16 bit slot for the WiNRADiO PC card to slot into.

The unit is currently priced at £409, which is about what you'd pay for a typical handheld scanner with similar frequency coverage and modes of operation.

**Connecting up**

The PC receiver card itself comes supplied with a 1.44Mb disk containing the WiNRADiO software, a useful operating handbook containing lots of general receiving information and SWL hints, and a short insulated wire aerial. You'll need either a pair of stereo headphones, or a speaker terminated in a 3.5mm stereo plug, to use with the receiver. It only took me a couple of minutes to plug the card in - just like a 'sound card' in fact, and installing the software was similarly easy by just following the on-screen step-by-step instructions. Then, the great moment came. I plugged in my rooftop 2m/70cm collinear to the card's BNC aerial connector, a speaker (I used a spare pair of PC type stereo speakers), and double-clicked on the 'WiNRADiO' icon which had appropriately appeared on my PC screen. Click on the frequency display, enter the frequency of my local 2m repeater, and in it came, loud and clear. Now then, let's see what the system is capable of.

**Scanning and memories**

Here's where, in my opinion, the system really shows what it's worth. Computer control of scanners is nothing new, and by coupling an RS-232 interface to your remote-capable set and running suitable software, you can usually have a wide range of operating features, unlimited memory channels, automatic scanning and storing, and so on. That's if you buy a suitable (usually expensive) receiver, an appropriate interface, and pay up to £100 or so for the software. With WiNRADiO, it's all built in, and comes in the price! You can scan over whatever ranges, modes, and channel steps you like, selecting any number of ranges or groups. In 'Auto Store' mode, the set will even automatically store active channels it's found in a frequency range scan into memory channels for you. Each memory, either manually entered by you or automatically entered for you, can be 'tagged' with a callsign and comment besides the usual channel number, mode, and frequency.
programmable 'duplex' separation also lets you quickly check repeater input/output frequency signals, or of course split-frequency channels. With virtually unlimited memory channels, finding a wanted channel can sometimes be a bit difficult with a 'normal' scanner. However, in 'recall frequency' mode, this alphanumeric 'tag' provision can be used to good effect. Let's say I want to find the frequencies of all GB3xx amateur FM repeaters I've stored - I enter 'GB3' in the search string, click on FMN, and then click the 'find' button - they all instantly pop on the screen for me to select. Various 'hotkeys' can also be assigned for quick recall and scanning - indeed the PC control possibilities are extremely comprehensive and well up to the '£100 plus' type of PC control program. I'm told that an optional frequency database is also available for the software, which adds the frequencies of over 300,000 world-wide transmitters to the system, which could also be worth looking into.

**Tuning**

I found the various 'manual tuning' controls were intuitively very easy to use. Despite having the instruction book by my side, the on-line Windows-based 'help' screens, with hypertext links between them (Windows users will know this makes 'searching' for information very easy), gave me all the information I needed. Clicking anywhere in the 'frequency' window allowed me to enter frequencies directly from the keyboard - I could also do this by simply tapping in the frequency at any time followed by an 'M' (for MHz) or 'k' (for kHz). For tuning around, the 'step' size can be manually changed to any frequency step in 0.5kHz increments, i.e. 1.25kHz for VHF/UHF, 5kHz or 1kHz for HF broadcast, 100kHz for Band II FM, 9kHz for medium wave, and so on. An 'auto-step' mode is also available, where the set will automatically select the step increment you've configured the set for, individually over any number of frequency ranges. The up/down buttons besides the frequency display also step the frequency up and down, and if I moved the mouse pointer onto the tuning knob, could use the left and right mouse buttons as tuning controls.

There was only one SSB mode, for use with USB, LSB, and CW - a 'BFO offset' tunable in 5kHz steps is used to 'interpolate' between tuning steps. This is about the only time I found tuning around for signals a little awkward. For example, to tune around the HF amateur bands I had to step up and down in 0.5kHz increments to tune a signal in as closely as possible, then go to the offset window and tune again to accurately resolve the station. Maybe a future software upgrade will interpolate 50 or 100Hz BFO offsets with the 0.5kHz steps?

**On-air performance**

Enough of the operation, which you'll see gives quite comprehensive facilities, how did the receiver really perform on air? Throughout my tests, I had to remember to try to compare it with something like a handheld scanner, rather than as full-blown HF or VHF/UHF communications receiver which together could otherwise have cost a couple of thousands of pounds. With this in mind, I coupled my outdoor HF aerial to the set, and wasn't too surprised to find the receiver overloaded on 'busy' bands. Here, I initially had the receiver in 'DX' mode, i.e. with the gain flat out - so this wasn't too surprising. Clicking my mouse on the 'Local' button gave an immediate improvement, and I had great fun tuning around the various broadcast bands with the set.

Tuning into my local Band II broadcast bands gave very good performance, which I suppose is to be expected. Weak Medium Wave stations and signals on the LF amateur bands however suffered from computer generated 'hash', but I also found this on my separate HF receiver when the computer was switched on. "Now's the time to fix this" I thought (I'd been meaning to for a while, before I even knew of the WINRADIO unit). Earlier deduction had shown that all my computer leads, monitor, keyboard etc. were not the cause of the interference (I'd already checked these for amateur radio data operation), and the computer was in a completely metal screened case, so there was only one culprit left as the 'aerial' - the computer's mains lead. In went a chassis-mounted RFI filtered IEC mains connector in place of the computer's unfiltered type, the result being perfect peace. After this, I'm pleased to say, the WINRADIO unit was hardly affected at all from 'internal' computer QRM - the good screening on its plug-in board was obviously working very well.

I found the set to be quite reasonable for narrowband FM listening on the VHF/UHF bands, although AM airband reception seemed a little 'distant' - possibly due to a slight level of background hiss on signals which I also found on narrowband FM. On HF AM, with all the other co-channel interference etc. this was hardly noticeable though. SSB reception seemed to be rather a compromise. Besides the tuning difficulty on the 10.5kHz steps plus BFO offset, I found the receiver bandwidth to be rather wide, although to be fair it seemed virtually identical to a £400 handheld scanner with HF SSB that I'd tested a year or so ago. Scanning around VHF/UHF, I found I rarely suffered from strong signal blocking, even though I live in a congested RF area with strong local PMR signals coming in from all corners. I did however find the rejection of 12.5kHz spaced signals wasn't all that good, nor was the intermodulation (where two off-channel signals combine to give a third on-channel signal). But having said that, I must remind readers to compare 'like with like', maybe I was expecting £1000+ performance which the set's PC on-screen display really could suggest to the user!

**Lab tests**

In coupling the system up to my test equipment, I was a little horrified to find that, as soon as I touched the 'earth' side of the WINRADIO's BNC connector to my signal generators, the receiver 'hash' level went up tremendously. This is not what I found in 'real use' on air, thus I'd advise you to treat the measured results with some caution! I tried to reduce the
RF hash without success, so I suppose some results are better than none at all.

**Conclusions**

The WiNRADiO arguably isn't for the serious, discerning listener who wants the best RF performance possible. For that, you'll need to buy a £1000 plus receiver, and pay extra for PC control if you also want that facility. But, for £409 when you compare the system to other hardware (never mind software!) available at that price, i.e. a handheld scanner, it compares very favourably indeed. I found the system a pleasure to use for scanning around VHF/UHF, with HF and SSB 'thrown in' for good measure. The control software was superb. With 'quieter' PCs, RF-wise, now being available, computer-controlled scanning is, I'm certain, likely to be more and more popular, and for this I believe the WiNRADiO is an excellent pioneering move. I thoroughly enjoyed using the system in my PC, albeit with its limitations of selectivity etc. But for the relatively low cost, overall I feel that a rather satisfactory 'end product' has been the result. I'm told a higher performance 'professional' version of WiNRADiO with DSP facilities will also be available in the future, this I believe will be of great interest to those wishing even better RF performance.

My thanks go to Lowe Electronics Ltd. for the loan of the review sample.

**LABORATORY RESULTS:**

All measurements taken at 145MHz, NFM, unless stated. Note that many measured figures, particularly LF/HF and AM, suffered from induced test equipment/computer ground loop 'hash' - see text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity; Input signal level in µV pd required to give 12dB SINAD</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSB</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>FMN</td>
<td>FMW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5MHz</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2MHz</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5MHz</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10MHz</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20MHz</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30MHz</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75MHz</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100MHz</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120MHz</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165MHz</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200MHz</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400MHz</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>435MHz</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450MHz</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500MHz</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750MHz</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>934MHz</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000MHz</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1296MHz</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>7.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300MHz</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>9.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjacent Channel Selectivity; Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB on-channel signal;</th>
<th>12.5kHz</th>
<th>12.5kHz</th>
<th>25kHz</th>
<th>25kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+12.5kHz</td>
<td>15.8dB</td>
<td>15.8dB</td>
<td>15.8dB</td>
<td>15.8dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12.5kHz</td>
<td>13.9dB</td>
<td>13.9dB</td>
<td>13.9dB</td>
<td>13.9dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+25kHz</td>
<td>45.5dB</td>
<td>45.5dB</td>
<td>45.5dB</td>
<td>45.5dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-25kHz</td>
<td>48.1dB</td>
<td>48.1dB</td>
<td>48.1dB</td>
<td>48.1dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blocking; Measured as increase over 12dB SINAD level of interfering signal modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on-channel signal;</th>
<th>100kHz</th>
<th>1MHz</th>
<th>10MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+100kHz</td>
<td>48.8dB</td>
<td>76.9dB</td>
<td>86.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1MHz</td>
<td>76.9dB</td>
<td>86.0dB</td>
<td>86.0dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attenuator Level</th>
<th>10MHz</th>
<th>145MHz</th>
<th>435MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.2dB</td>
<td>9.8dB</td>
<td>13.7dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Maximum Audio Output | Measured at speaker/headphone socket, 1kHz audio at the onset of clipping (10% distortion), 8 ohm resistive load; | 2.62W RMS |
|---|---|
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“DOWNLOAD” Bulletin Board
0891-615866
1000's of Programs To Download In Over 50 Different Categories, Including Amateur Radio, Technical, Games, Satellite TV, Events, CAD And Much More

Some Of The Programs You Can Find On The "DOWNLOAD" BBS

JVFAX, ProtoCad, Hamcom, Graphic Workshop, Paint Shop Pro, Kontrol, Noepaint, GCSE Mathematics, Geoclock, Sky Map, WinGenes.

Dates for Amateur Radio Rallies, Computer Shows And Exhibitions

Categories, Including Amateur Radio, Technical, Astronomy, Communications, Electronics, Engineering, Mathematics, Medical, Printing Utilities, Programming, Scientific, Security and Technical Drawing. So as well as ham radio programs, you'll also find electronic design help, even manufacturer's semiconductor information, a selection of PCB design and circuit drawing programs, even stress calculation programs for your new home-brew aerial mast.

With this very large program selection, each usually being in compressed form to allow the disc to contain over 1Gb worth of programs, it's good to know that a comprehensive 240 page book comes with the disc, detailing the contents and features of every single program.

The CD-ROM is priced at £29.00 inc. p/p, and our thanks go to the PDSL for the provision of the copy for review.

Reviewed by the Ham Radio Today Editorial staff

Software For The Radio Amateur
Europe’s leading distributor of Amateur Radio, Engineering and Communications Shareware/PD programs for the PC - 100’s of related program disks - FREE CATALOGUE

Transmit and Receive
SSTV - FAX - RTTY - CW - AMTOR
This BRITISH made interface for the PC is built into a 25 way EMC/RFI connector. Comes complete with interface cable & 3 software packages.

As featured in HRT, PW, SWM, DATACOM, Break-in New Zealand & CO Ham Radio Japan. Only £49.95 plus postage.
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/venus_electronics

Venus Electronics
26 Pevensey Way, Frimley Green, Camberley, Surrey GU16 5YJ TelFax: 01252 837860 E-mail: 101337.3076@compuserve.com

For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT from above prices.

All products guaranteed for 2 years & price inc. VAT & p/p.

The ScientitIc and Technical Library CD-ROM Review
Reviewed by the Ham Radio Today Editorial staff

If you received the front cover disk on the May '96 issue Ham Radio Today magazine, you may have seen an on-disk section detailing the many programs available from the Public Domain and Shareware Library, run by licensed amateur Rod Smith. These are each available on separate floppy disks from the PDSL, but if you fancied trying all of them, you'll probably find every single one on this CD-ROM. The Scientific and Technical Library CD-ROM contains, in our opinion, the most comprehensive collection of quality public domain and shareware programs in this field that you'll find on any such disc collection. No 'demos' or whatever, just good programs. Like fax, SSTV and CW programs, logging and HF propagation, rig modification information, packet radio, rig control, and satellite programs.

As well as ham radio programs, as its name suggests the CD-ROM is also packed with program sections on other scientific and technical topics. Like Artificial Intelligence, Astronomy, Engineering, Mathematics, Medical, Printing Utilities, Programming, Scientific, Security and Technical Drawing. So well as ham radio programs, you'll also find electronic design help, even manufacturer's semiconductor information, a selection of PCB design and circuit drawing programs, even stress calculation programs for your new home-brew aerial mast.
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PRO-62
200 Channel Portable Scanner
68-88MHz
118-174MHz
380-512MHz
806-960MHz
RRP £229.99
OUR PRICE £179.99
SAVE £50.00

PRO-26
200 Channel Scanner with continuous
25MHz to 1.3GHz Coverage
£299.00

PRO-25
100 Channel Portable Scanner
68-88MHz
108-174MHz
406-512MHz
806-956MHz
£179.95

NEW
PRO-60
RRP £269.99
Inc Charger + nicads worth £20
OUR PRICE £249.99

Grundig Yacht Boy 400
• 40 Memory channels
• Signal meter
• & carrying case
• 1.6 - 30 MHz
• Full s.s.b
INCLUDING:
129.95 + £5 P&P

PRO-2039 Base Scanner
200 channels with Hyper-scan system which lets you scan 25 or 9 channels per second. High speed search facility locates new and unlisted frequencies at a flash. Coverage: 68-88, 108-137-75 (AM), 137-174, 380-512, 806-956MHz.
NOW £199.99 + £5 P&P

YUPITERU MVT-7100
ALL MODE SCANNING RECEIVER
500KHZ - 1300MHZ
AM, FM, SSB, WFM.
Very special part exchange deal or huge cash discount for straight purchase
RING FOR DETAILS

PRO-44
INCLUDING A FREE CARRY CASE WORTH £15.00
£129.95

PRO-25
100 Channel Portable Scanner
68-88MHz
108-174MHz
406-512MHz
806-956MHz
£179.95

Grundig Yacht Boy 400
• 40 Memory channels
• Signal meter
• & carrying case
• 1.6 - 30 MHz
• Full s.s.b
INCLUDING:
129.95 + £5 P&P

PRO-2039 Base Scanner
200 channels with Hyper-scan system which lets you scan 25 or 9 channels per second. High speed search facility locates new and unlisted frequencies at a flash. Coverage: 68-88, 108-137-75 (AM), 137-174, 380-512, 806-956MHz.
NOW £199.99 + £5 P&P

YUPITERU MVT-7100
ALL MODE SCANNING RECEIVER
500KHZ - 1300MHZ
AM, FM, SSB, WFM.
Very special part exchange deal or huge cash discount for straight purchase
RING FOR DETAILS

Telescopic scanner antenna
Extends portable scanner range. 9 sections, centre loaded. For 1-1300MHz BNC connector £9.99 / £1 p&p

£17.50 FREE P&P

PRO-2039 Base Scanner
200 channels with Hyper-scan system which lets you scan 25 or 9 channels per second. High speed search facility locates new and unlisted frequencies at a flash. Coverage: 68-88, 108-137-75 (AM), 137-174, 380-512, 806-956MHz.
NOW £199.99 + £5 P&P

Clip-on Mini Speaker
Ideal for portable scanners. Swivel clip attaches to collar or lapel for easy listening while you carry your portable on a belt-clip (3.5mm plug) £9.99 / £1 p&p

SKY SCAN
Desk Top Antenna Model Desk 1300
£49.00 + £3.00 p&p

DX V1300 Discone
£49.95 + £3.00 p&p

Magmount MKII Scanning Antenna
£24.95 + £3.00 p&p

Mail Order: SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane
Belbroughton, Nr. Stourbridge, Worcs,
Tel: (01562) 730672. Fax: (01562) 731002
Shop: SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall, Birmingham B45 9TZ.
Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788
AVAILABLE SOON
MODEL No. DX-394

SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Coverage:
LW  150-509.9 kHz
MW  510-1729.9 kHz
SW  1.73-29.9999 kHz

SW Sub-Bands:
2.300-2.495 MHz (120 meters); 3.200-3.400 MHz (90 meters); 3.900-4.000 MHz (75 meters); 4.750-5.000 MHz (60 meters); 5.950-6.200 MHz (49 meters); 7.100-7.200 MHz (41 meters); 9.500-9.900 MHz (31 meters); 11.450-12.000 MHz (25 meters); 13.600-13.800 MHz (21 meters); 15.100-15.900 MHz (19 meters); 17.550-17.900 MHz (16 meters); 21.450-21.850 MHz (13 meters); 25.670-26.100 MHz (11 meters)

Sensitivity: (AM 10 dB (S+N)/N at 30% modulation)
LW  10 uV
MW  7 uV
SW  1 uV

SSB 10 dB (S+N)/N
SW  1 uV (CW 10 dB (+N)/N)

Selectivity:
±7 kHz (AM) 50 dB
IF Rejection (Lo-Z) 80 dB

IF Frequency:
1st 45 MHz
2nd 455 kHz

Antenna Impedance:
Lo-Z  50 ohms
Hi-Z  2 ohms

Audio Out Power (10% THD)
800 mW

Built-in Speaker  77 mm (3") 8-ohms dynamic type

Power Requirement
AC 120 volts, 60 Hz, 13 watts
DC 13.8 volts, 8 watts

Operating Temperature
0°C to 43°C (32°F to 109°F)

Dimensions
96 x 223 x 230 mm (3 1/4" x 9 1/4" x 9 inches)

Weight
2.1 kg (4.6 lbs)

Specifications are typical; individual units might vary. Specifications are subject to change and improvement without notice.

CONTROLS

A quick glance at this section should help you to understand each control's function.

VOLUME — adjusts the sound level.
RF GAIN — adjusts the receiver's sensitivity.
MODE — sets the receiving mode.
FINE TUNE — fine tunes the reception signal.
MAIN TUNING KNOB — selects frequencies.
STEP - selects the 0.1, 1.5, or 10 kHz tuning frequency step sequentially.
TIME SET — sets the built-in clocks.
DIMMER — selects two levels of display back lighting brightness.
POWER — turns the power on and off.
TIMER — sets the built-in clocks.
MON — stores the current frequency into a monitor memory.
LIMIT — turns off the receiver after 30 or 60 minutes.
PGM — turns on the program mode to set a limit frequency.
NB — turns noise blanker on and off.
MON — stores the current frequency into a monitor memory.
LOCK — disables the main tuning knob and all buttons except POWER and LOCK to prevent accidental operation.

Mail Order: SRP Trading, Unit 20, Nash Works, Forge Lane, Belbroughton, Nr., Stourbridge, Worcs, Tel: (01562) 730672. Fax: (01562) 731002

Shop: SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednall, Birmingham B45 9TZ. Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788
Bill Robertson has another bumper mailbag this month, but finds time to look through a new scanner frequency guide book

Kenneth from Co. Tyrone writes in to say that it's been some time since he constructed anything, but when he saw the article in this column in the January 1996 issue on the POCSAG paging decoder, he thought he'd give it a try and ordered the parts. He designed the circuit from the simple theoretical circuit diagram, building the unit on Veroboard (Kenneth said he had to use his 'brain power' here for the correct layout!). However, he managed to arrange the components appropriately, soldered them in, and connected the modem up to the speaker output of his MV7100 scanner and the COM1 serial port of his Amstrad 486 PC.

Kenneth says his two teenage sons were looking on, and had rather dubious thoughts as he loaded up the POCSAG program. Suddenly, a stream of messages appeared on his monitor, and he turned around with a knowing wink that he'd achieved a goal. Kenneth is now looking forward to constructing the modem for the Hamcomm interface so that he can receive RTTY and SSTV.

A hint here is that the POCSAG decoder has a similar, but not quite identical, circuit arrangement to the POCSAG interface, so maybe a slight modification with a toggle switch between the two could be worthwhile. Having said that, the simple circuit arrangement and inherent low cost of the components used makes it much of a 'toss-up' between the two choices!

Packet TNC with a built-in POCSAG paging decoder

The Kantronics KPC-9612 packet radio TNC now has a POCSAG decoding facility built-in as standard in it's firmware. The version 7.0 firmware now also monitors 512 and 1200 bps numeric and alphanumeric POCSAG paging messages, as well as supporting page transmissions and a packet paging server with ten new paging commands having been added. A pager book and pager log can also be established in the unit's random access memory, the page log storing all pages sent and the page book storing callsign and pager capcode pairs. So, if you're a packet 'buff' this could be worth a closer look! You can get further information on the KPC-9612 or firmware upgrades for your existing KPC-9612 from Lowe Electronics (Tel. 01629 580200) or Siskin Electronics (Tel. 01703 254247).

New VHF/UHF Scanning Guide

Hot off the press is a new book, the VHF/UHF Scanning Guide to the 1* Indio Frequencies to 106GHz. Such a comprehensive guide to the many different bands and frequencies used in various communications systems, including HF broadcast band stations and their frequencies. As well as these lists and band usage information, the guide also includes short sections on understanding how to operate a scanner, aerials, 'Megahertz or Metres', and the legality of scanner use. Each frequency band section is also preceded by a description of its use, which as well as being quite informative I believe would be very useful to beginners to the scanning hobby. I found much of the book's content quite up to date, although the odd section was a little old as well as occasionally being incorrect, (such as the CT2 phone system on 864-868MHz which according to the guide is "run by BT" and "is now being closed"). Spiral bound, 192 pages, ISBN 1 873076 10X and published by Spa Publications, it's priced at £12.95 and should be available from a number of specialist radio dealers as well as bookshops.

Formula One Frequencies

John Davies from Kent writes in to say he's interested in motor racing, and would like to know the frequencies used for track-side communication such as marshals and pit to car communication. He tells me he's had difficulty in obtaining information of frequencies used, having even written to the motor racing governing body, who've replied to say that he'd need to apply to each race track and to each race car team.

The new VHF-UHF Scanning Frequency Guide
to obtain this. Asking fellow spectators at the track with scanners and earphones has resulted in replies such as "I'm only listening to the news mate".

This of course is probably to be expected, as, in the UK at least, you need to have the permission of the person or organisation doing the transmitting in order to listen in. However, a frequency guide can often give some useful tips, the latest guide (detailed above) from Spa Publications for example gives 455.2350 (probably 455.2375) and 456.615 (probably 456.6125) for the Ferrari Racing Team Voice link, 456.975 and 457.500 for Formula One Racing teams, 457.0250 for Minardi Formula One, 460.325 and 462.425/465.925 duplex for Lotus Formula One, 467.725/462.250 duplex for Benetton Formula One. The band 456.000-456.975 paired with 461.500-464.275 is also listed as being used for mobile racing teams. You may also like to take a look back at the October '95 'Scanners' column for more racing frequencies, although these could easily have changed this year.

Realistic / Commtel scanner frequency expansion

Neil Houlker from Lancashire writes to express thanks for the information in the May 96 column on modifications to the Realistic PRO-43. He's tried these on his Commtel 203 scanner, the modifications required being slightly different, as he had expected. Neil found that by removing diode 3 labelled as diode 4 in his scanner, enabled reception of 30-54MHz but disabled the 68-88MHz range. Neil received several stations on the new range of frequencies, and all seemed OK. He decided to modify the set further by cutting the track to the keylock switch, and adding the diode in line with the switch, to in effect switch in the diode to receive 68-88MHz or switch it out to receive 30-54MHz. He advises that if other readers try this mod, they should be sure to cut the print on both sides of the PCB. The only limitation Neil found was that the scanner needed to be switched off, then back on again, before switching down to 30MHz. This no doubt is to correctly instruct the set's microprocessor of it's 'new' range.

Many thanks for sharing this information with us Neil, I join you in hoping other readers also find it useful!

Computers and Scanners

Richard Parker from Essex writes to say that last November, he 'took the plunge' and bought an AR2700 scanner. He's very happy with and admits he's now totally 'hooked' to the hobby. Since then, besides having operating the set mobile with an externally mounted aerial, he's also tried to connect the set up to his DX4/100 PC at home, intending to use the AOR control software to drive the set.

He then discovered the problem which besets many others, that of RF interference from the computer. Living in rented accommodation, Richard is limited to an indoor aerial, and has tried a 'Nomad Active Scanning Antenna' hung from the curtain rail about 1m from the computer. In order to try and reduce the interference, he's gone to the extent of screening the entire computer with tin foil, and wrapping this round the scanner, but to no avail. He can't use the aerial in a different room for domestic reasons, and asks if I can offer any suggestions, as he's getting desperate! He'd like to upgrade to an AR8000 to try HF modes such as RTTY, FAX, and SSTV, but needs to get rid of the interference first!

I'd advise here that the best way to get rid of it is to cure it at source, but if that isn't possible (which it isn't with many such devices, they'd stop working if you stopped the various oscillators and data pulses) then at least reduce the level of radiation from the source. As the case of the computer is apparently not the culprit, this leaves the things connected to the computer. Like those nice unscreened leads (i.e. aerials) such as the RS-232 cable, the monitor cable and the monitor itself, keyboard and lead, printer lead, not forgetting the mains cable.

With the computer switched on and running, first try unplugging all the leads (apart from, of course, the mains input lead), but switching off and unplugging the video monitor, and see what happens. Still getting interference? Then try adding an RF mains filter, preferably right at the computer case end, or even replace the computer's IEC connector with a specially filtered type (available from good component dealers). Then plug each connecting lead, one by one, ending with the video monitor lead, and then finally switching the monitor itself on, and see if or when the interference increases. Filtering the appropriate lead is then called for, try one of the 'clamp-on' RF ferrite chokes, again available from good component dealers, or specialist suppliers like amateur radio shops. Ferrite toroids are one often-recommended solution here, but unfortunately you'll usually find the multi-way computer plugs won't get through the middle of these, hence my recommendation of the 'clamp-on' type. If it's mains-borne interference from the monitor, then an RF mains filter here is again called for.

I hope the above gives you a few 'starting points' Richard, and that you'll be able to get your interference level down somewhat. I would however advise that techniques to reduce HF interference (for when you upgrade your scanner) can be quite different from those for VHF/UHF, so what cures VHF/UHF may need further work on HF, and vice-versa. Good luck, and do let me know how you get on, so hopefully other readers might get a few 'hints' through these pages.

AOR Interface kits

Still on the subject of the AR2700 and AR8000 and PCs, I recently read an interesting message from Donald Gray regarding his future kit availability for a PC interface for these scanners. A full kit of components is to be offered by him, consisting of:
1 x MAX232 IC
2m double screened RS-422 cable
5 x tantalum capacitors
2 x resistors
1 x piece strip board
g 1 x piece strip board
gy terminal pins, grommets, and mounting pillars
1 x die-cast metal box
1 x special ribbon cable for connection to AR8000 or AR2700 radio.
1 x "D" connector.

The good news is that the cost is due to be just £22.50 plus £5.00 p/p. It comes complete with working drawings and fully detailed step-by-step instructions, although you'll need a fine tip soldering iron to assemble the unit. Although the concept is to supply a DIY kit of parts, Donald says he will be happy to supply a built and tested unit in case you don't wish to build your own.

Donald also gives a 'hint' of new software for the AR8000, called "Channel Commander V2.0", which should be completed by around the time this appears in print. You can get further details and ordering information by email from D.Gray@AutoComm.Cityscape.co.uk

Bill Robertson is pleased to hear from readers and will answer queries through this column - address your letters to; Bill Robertson, c/o HRT Editor, Nexus, Nexus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST, or by fax or email to the Ham Radio Today direct Editorial contact points.

Please remember that reception of some services may not be permitted without appropriate authority. The RA's information sheet on 'Scanners' has full information for the UK.
Ben Nock G4BXD describes a 2m DX rig which is often available at a bargain price

It struck me at a rally recently, after overhearing a couple of new licensees talking, that the Belcom Liner 2 transceiver was old enough to be unknown to a large proportion of newcomers to the hobby. That lack of knowledge was preventing them from picking up one of the little treasures of the age.

Arriving in this country in the 70's, the Liner 2 revolutionised the world of SSB and mobile communication. Prior to its introduction most SSB operators on the 2m band used either a transverter from an HF rig, or built a purpose-designed SSB rig.

The introduction of the Liner 2 opened up 2m SSB for those not able to construct, or who could not afford an HF rig. Designed for 12V operation, it gave 10W of SSB (or, after slight modification, CW), had a built-in speaker, and came with a mobile bracket. There was also an optional matching 12V mains supply, which it could sit on top of.

There were those that derided the Liner 2. True, its spectral output left a lot to be desired, more about that later. But, it has to be said, it was a revolutionary piece of kit which gave many that first step into 2m SSB which they would otherwise never had.

Apparently the Liner 2 was a derivative of a 10m type rig produced by Belcom. It is nothing like the Belcom LS-102, which is a multimode 10m mobile rig. The Liner 2 seemed to be a modified CB/10m rig which had been fitted with a 2m transverter inside. In fact, one or two users removed the transverter PCB and fitted an amplifier to it for use on the 10m band.

Originally the set covered the portion of the 2m band around 145.400MHz. But the SSB allocation was changed to 144.150 to 144.350MHz, which entailed older sets
having to be modified with new crystals fitted and the set realigned. Later sets came with the new allocation as standard. The actual coverage is from 144.110 to 144.330 in 10kHz steps.

Fitted with a fine tuning control, the set can be continuously tuned between the upper and lower limits. There is also an RIT function which adjusts the receiver tuning alone. An AF gain pot, Squelch pot and three push switches; ON/OFF, NOISE BLANKER ON/OFF and a TEST button, complete the facilities.

A small meter on the front panel monitors S strength on receive and power out on transmit. In unmodified versions the microphone plugs into a jack socket on the side of the rig. A common modification is to remove the squelch control and fit a mic socket in its place.

Set construction

Internal examination of the Liner 2 does give the impression of CB type rigs. A motherboard houses all the main generating and receive stages, IF, AF etc, with a smaller PCB towards the rear of the set housing the 10m to 2m transverter. Servicing is quite easy, the open nature of the PCB, and the ability to reach the solder side easily, make repairs or modifications quite within the reach of even beginners. As stated earlier, the output of the set did give rise for question when it first came out. The problem only appeared to those with the luxury of a spectrum analyzer, a servicing tool beyond the scope of many in those days. The single ended mixers, 3SK39 and 3SK35 FETs, gave rise to the poor output spectrum. It is true that if the set is tuned up for maximum output the spectrum analyzer output looks like an up turned comb. I was most surprised when I used my own analyzer to tune up a set recently. The 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics were very prevalent, and as the 3rd harmonic falls in 70cm, there was need to investigate.

Careful tuning can reduce the harmonic and other unwanted content quite a lot. There have been numerous modifications published over the years to further reduce this, especially concerning the mixer circuits in the set (see later comments). But unless you are a competent constructor I would guess the easiest solution is to have a good bandpass filter between the rig and the aerial, As the tuning range is so limited, 144.100 to 144.330, then even a sharp cavity type filter might suit.

In use today

The condition of a typical rig may be rather dull. The outside front plate is of a material that does seem to show the wear and tear quite a lot. After the years of service, many of these sets have been modified, and not always in the best of ways. Having said that, most of the wear should be cosmetic, simply fingers rubbing up against the face plate. Usually the set inside is quite OK. The best thing is to remove the case, four screws at the rear and two in the speaker underneath, and have a look inside the set. If it looks a mess, mods everywhere etc, then you will have to judge it by its asking price and your abilities in restoration.

Asking around on the airwaves brought many replies from Liner 2 owners, past and present. Steve, G3ZVW, commented on his Liner 2: "OK, I admit it, I owned a Liner 2! In the early 1970's, when SSB on 2m was in its infancy, I was one of those running a Belcom Liner 2. I sold it many years ago, but as I recall it was a 24 or 25 channel rig, which switched 2 banks of xtal's in various combinations to cover approx. 250kHz of the lower end of 2m. A VXO enabled operation between the 10kHz steps. I believe it ran 10W output, but I'm not sure. I was told that in fact the Liner 2 was a 28MHz output of Liner 2 tuned for maximum output. Scale represents 0 to 1000MHz, first peak on left is the 2m signal, the rest are harmonics and mixer signals.
SSB rig with a built-in transverter, but again I'm not sure.

Steve also went on to say "The one thing I am sure about is that it was not a very clean transmission. One of the mixers (all three in fact - Ed) used a single-ended circuit, which resulted in less than ideal performance. A balanced mixer would have been much better, indeed some people (not me) modified this section of the rig and got much better results from it."

John, G8KVP, mentioned an interesting problem with the Liner 2: "Never have the noise blanker switched on when on transmit, this, for some reason, makes your signal about 10 times wider than normal."

Rick, G4BLT, recalls "Yes, I remember the Liner 2. They were noted for having spurious outputs that were unacceptable when they were used 'barefoot', but which were a major problem when used with a linear amplifier and a large beam! That led to the common nickname 'Liner Spew'."

John, G3KHC, mentioned an interesting point when adding a preamp to the receiver "Years ago I had a secondhand Liner. It was OK and I had fun working SSB with it. However some previous owner had added a preamp but it had too much gain, and if a local came on the air I knew all about it even though it was unnecessary for me to tune for him! I didn't keep it too long." Steve, G3USE, mentioned a couple of standard mods that were done to this set. "I did two mods, one was to fit a receive preamp as the basic receiver was, it was said, geared to a crowded 2m band in JA land. The QSY to the bottom of the band made this easy to adjust as GB3VHF was on 144.150MHz (in those days). The second mod was adding a CW facility, by keying the test tone."

"However", Steve continues, "I did not make many contacts on the key because the lowest frequency covered was 144.10 and trying to call SSB stations that I could not raise on SSB (a tried and tested ploy on 160m and 4m) did not wash with VHF no-code licensees. Overall it was super rig that I had a lot of fun with, especially from hilltops during contests. Coming back to the spurious signals. I think it was due to a design factor where a degree of overdriving of either the 28.5MHz SSB source or the 116MHz +/- VXO chain produced these unwanted outputs from the mixer. Later on, Belcom produced a 70cm version."

In use

Despite the mention of spuri, the set today is a useful little rig. It is easy to use, is self-contained, and only requires the simplest of supplies. In fact I also used a Liner 2 in the late 70's, along with a 12V motorcycle battery, and a whip, all in a small shoulder bag, from atop Barr Beacon in Birmingham for many years (a certain G8YA also used a motorcycle battery powered Liner 2 and hand-carried 2m beam from the top of Blackpool Tower many years ago - Ed!)

One problem is that the internal speaker is on the bottom of the set, so if the rig is placed on a shelf, the speaker becomes blocked and the audio muffled. Using the mobile bracket to hold the set off the shelf gives better audio quality. Another idea is to use the mobile bracket, screwed to the underside of a shelf, the speaker is then unobscured and the audio is quite good. With the set powered from a 12V supply, the only other connections are aerial and mic. The aerial should, of course, be horizontally polarized, this being the norm for SSB, communication. Omnidirectional horizontal aerials, crossed dipoles, the "halo", the turnstile, will all work fine, just give a lower 'gain' if any but will remove the need for a rotator. Even on something as simple as crossed dipoles, DX can still be worked, especially during 'lift' conditions. Otherwise, something like a 6 or 8 element beam would be ideal for general working, better still a 10 or 14 element beam if you can manage this.

The set is very easy to operate, though tuning does involve two actions. Let's assume we wish to tune from the calling frequency (144.300) down. The channel switch is set to 30 and the VXO knob rotated. This will tune 5kHz or so each side of the channel. The channel knob is then set to 29 (144.290) and the VXO again swished about. This process continues until you find a station, or come to the end of the channels, when the whole procedure can start again.

You should note that stations often call CQ on other frequencies than just .300, so it pays to tune around on SSB.

So, if you see this little rig at the next rally, you now know what it is. Why not have a look at 2m SSB the cheap way, I am sure you will enjoy it. Good hunting.
Amateur Radio Operating Manual

Reviewed by the Ham Radio Today Editorial team

We all have to gain operating experience somehow, and many of us usually learn the 'hard way'! The RSGB's latest Operating Manual is a very good effort to give introductory help, not just to the newcomer to ham radio, but also to the amateur who'd like to try a new operating mode, whether be this repeaters, AMSAT satellites, digital modes, or even helping out with the talk-in station at their local club's rally.

As well as giving information on operating practices and procedures, there are chapters specifically devoted to setting up a ham station, DX, mobile and portable operation, data, special event stations, satellite and space communications, and image techniques, plus appendices on many other subjects.

Some of the information is naturally on an 'updated' basis from the RSGB's earlier Operating Manual, although the very latest available information has been included wherever possible. For example, there's details on the forthcoming Phase 3-D satellite, even the latest UK repeater coverage maps (these for example being more up-to-date than the RSGB's 1995 callbook we have here). Likewise, the latest data communication information is included, including PacTOR II and G-TOR, plus a 'help you get started' guide on setting your packet TNC set up for the first time.

This book is a very handy source of 'hands-on' operating information, one that could find a welcome place in many amateur's stations.

ISBN 1 872309 34 8, 249 pages, 272mm x 198m softbound, it's priced at £11.65 plus p/p. it's published by the RSGB (who's contact details follow 'Club News' in each issue of Ham Radio Today), to whom our thanks go for the supply of the review copy.
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A Synchronous Detector For AM

Raymond Haigh says "Why not try out the technique by adding this simple and inexpensive unit to an existing receiver?"

Manufacturers now often include synchronous detection circuitry in their high-quality, HF (Short Wave) broadcast band receivers. Claims made for the technique include improved audio quality, increased sensitivity, and a reduced susceptibility to fading and the distortions which accompany it.

It is quite easy to add a synchronous detector to an existing receiver, and this article describes a unit which can be put together in an evening. Although simple and inexpensive, it will enable constructors to gain experience of the circuitry and judge for themselves the advantages it can offer.

Basic principles

Originated by D. J. Tucker almost 50 years ago, the concept is not new. The practical exploitation of the technique for the detection of double-sideband AM signals has, however, had to await the development of integrated circuits capable of carrying out the necessary functions.

Since the late 60's, amateurs have been using a simple form of synchronous detection for the reception of SSB (single-side-band) signals. Known as direct conversion, the process involves generating a local oscillation at, or very close to, the signal frequency, and combining this with the signal in a mixer or product detector. The output from the mixer is the required audio modulation; hence the term, direct conversion. The local oscillator must be reasonably stable and drift-free, but it does not need to have a fixed phase relationship with the incoming signal.

The use of synchronous detection to render double-sideband AM signals intelligible requires the local oscillator to be kept in phase with the carrier of the incoming signal. This is ensured by means of a phase-locked loop and, until the advent of the integrated circuit, the large number of discrete components required in order to achieve phase coherence made the process
complex and uneconomical for AM detection systems.

Synchronous extraction of the audio modulation is carried out by a quadrature phase detector. With this technique, the local oscillator triggers a switching circuit which functions as a precision rectifier, demodulating the carrier to recover the audio signal. A filter capacitor removes residual RF, and the precision rectifier operates in a linear manner, even with signals of very low amplitude. This may appear to be no different, in practice, to the conventional diode envelope detector. Semiconductor diodes are, however, relatively insensitive to very weak signals, even when forward biased by a small standing current. They also introduce harmonic distortion.

The Integrated Circuit

A block diagram of the NE567 chip, which carries out the required functions, is given in Fig.1. To avoid confusion, key discrete components included in the diagram have been given the identification numbers assigned to them in the full circuit diagram (Fig.2).

External resistors, R5 and R6, and capacitor C7, determine the operating frequency of the on-chip oscillator. Devices of this kind usually apply a voltage to control the frequency of the oscillator. This device effects control by varying the current, but the operating principles are the same. The phase detector, sometimes called a phase comparator, compares the frequency and phase of the input signal (in this case the receiver's IF) with the frequency and phase of the local oscillator, and applies a correction current, via an amplifier, to ensure phase locking or coherence. On-chip resistor, RA, and low-pass filter capacitor, C2, integrate the pulsed output from the phase detector to produce the direct current which controls the oscillator.

The input signal and the signal generated by the local oscillator are fed into a quadrature phase detector where a switching action results in synchronous detection. Residual RF in the audio output is filtered by external capacitor, C6. Comparator circuitry is also included. This is required when the chip is used as a tone detector (the purpose the device was really designed for). Output from the comparator amplifier is connected to pin 8, but the facility is not used in this application.

The NE567 IC is listed in several component supplier's catalogues. Versions bearing an 'N' suffix (NE567N) are also suitable (see Ham Radio Today ads for details of components and complete kits for this project - Ed).

Components

Almost any small-signal NPN transistor should work in the TR1 position, but the low-noise, high-gain, BC109C is recommended. This stage acts as a unity-gain buffer, and it is desirable for its input impedance to be as high as possible. With the common-collector configuration, input impedance is equal to the gain of the transistor (hFE) multiplied by the value of its emitter load resistor in ohms (in parallel, of course, with bias resistor, R1).

The NE567 IC is designed to operate up to 500kHz. Whilst this presents no problems for the majority of receivers, which have an IF in the region of 450 to 470kHz, the circuit should not be used with sets which have a final IF much in excess of this figure.

Construction

All of the components are mounted on a small PCB. Component placement is
**Parts list:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistors; all 1/4 watt, 5% tolerance or better</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitors; all 16V working or greater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semiconductors;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sundry Items;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCB materials, IC holder, Vero pins, hook-up wire. Small slide switch, battery connector, phono sockets and 75 x 56 x 25mm plastic box for case.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See Ham Radio Today display and classified ads (rear pages) for PCB services and component suppliers - please mention Ham Radio Today when replying to adverts.

shown in Fig.3, and the copper track side of the board is illustrated in Fig.4. The use of a holder for the IC makes substitution checking easy, and Vero pins inserted at the lead-out points simplify off-board wiring. The PCB and a PP3 battery can be installed in a standard 75 x 56 x 25mm plastic box with phono sockets for IF input and AF output connections, together with a miniature slide switch.

### Setting up and testing

Check component placement, particularly the orientation of the semiconductors and the IC. Check for bad soldered joints and any bridging of the copper tracks. If all is in order, connect a fresh 9V battery. Current consumption should be approximately 10 mA.

For setting-up purposes, feed the audio output into a separate power amplifier and speaker. Output from the detector will fully load small IC power amplifiers such as the TBA820M or the TDA7052 or, indeed, the audio amplifier stages of most transistor radios.

A domestic transistor portable, preferably one with long, medium and short-wave bands, can be used for experiments with the unit. The case of the receiver has to be opened up, and constructors who have no experience of building mains-powered equipment should disconnect it from the mains and fit batteries: mains voltages can be lethal.

Remove the back of the radio to expose the printed circuit board, set R3, R5 and the power amplifier volume control to mid-travel, and, with all items of equipment switched on, connect the detector unit input to the collector of the radio's final transistor IF amplifier. The location of this stage is usually pretty apparent from the layout of the receiver's PCB. Use a short length (no more than 200mm) of screened cable terminated with a miniature crocodile clip to make the connection. DC blocking capacitors, C1, will prevent any damage to the receiver or the detector unit if a wrong connection is made, and the signal take-off point should be found quite quickly. The cable screen should, of course, be connected to the receiver's 'earth' plane (invariably battery negative with sets using NPN transistors; battery positive with older receivers incorporating germanium PNP devices). Try connecting the detector unit to the output of the single IF filter in more modern portable receivers designed around IC's.

When the IF take-off point has been located, the audio signal being reproduced on the transistor portable will also be reproduced via the amplifier and speaker connected to the detector unit. Adjust R5 to precisely tune the detector local oscillator to the receiver's IF frequency. This adjustment will be correct when one setting of the receiver's tuning control produces undistorted reproduction of the same station from both the portable and the detector unit.

Input control, R3, will probably have to be set close to minimum to avoid detector overload on strong signals. Receivers with a particularly good AGC system will permit a higher setting and more fully utilize the weak-signal capability of the unit.

The high input impedance presented by the buffer stage minimizes disturbance to the receiver's IF circuits, and no retuning of the final IFT should be necessary, especially if a short connecting lead has been used.

### Performance

Improvements in radio reception are usually made in small increments, not quantum leaps, and the introduction of synchronous detection for AM signals is no exception. An improvement in audio quality is evident on some transmissions, but receiver tuning is more critical. The effects of some types of fading are less marked, but when the signal level becomes very low the circuit will go out of lock and momentarily cease to function. The unit is more sensitive to weak signals. However, unless the receiver has a good AGC system or an RF attenuator, or the operator is prepared to keep adjusting the input to the unit, this increased sensitivity cannot be fully utilized in practice.

Why not give it a try? If you find you like this method of detection, it wouldn't be too difficult to install the unit in an existing receiver and connect it to the set's audio output stages via simple switching. A better form of supply regulation should be considered for a permanent arrangement of this kind. An LM78L05ACZ regulator chip would be ideal and it could be accommodated on the PCB with only minor changes to the track layout.

If you have any queries regarding this project please write to the author Raymond Haigh, c/o the Ham Radio Today Editor at the magazine address, enclosing an SAE if a reply is required.

If there are any reported updates to this article, the information will be available for at least the next twelve months on the 24hr Ham Radio Today Voicebank/fax-back information line Tel. 01703 263429
CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

If you need Valves/Tubes or RF Power Transistors etc. then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and 35 years specialist experience in meeting our customers requirements.

Tuned to the needs of the Radio Amateur

Chelmer Valve Company, 130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2 0RG, England.
Tel: 44-01245-355296/265865
Fax: 44-01245-490064

SCANNER WORLD

*REALISTIC* SCANNER SPECIALISTS *

LIST PRICE OUR PRICE
PRO 25 £219.99 £149
PRO 26 £299.99 £259
PRO 28 £99.99 £89
PRO 44 £169.99 £110
PRO 50 £109.99 £89
PRO 60 £269.99 £239
PRO 62 £229.99 £175
PRO 2037 £249.99 £229
PRO 2039 £219.99 £149
UBC-9000XLT £319

PLUS £5 P&P. WE ARE NEVER KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD

WISE BUY • BARGAINS!

G W M RADIO LTD
Dealers in Radio and Electronic Surplus
40/42 Portland Road, Worthing. Tel: (01903) 234897
West Sussex BN11 1QN. Fax: (01903) 239050

BARGAIN PARCEL CONTAINING 1xMX293, 1xM293, 1xREPORTER, 1xW15 MIDBAND RADIOS SETS ONLY WITH SOME INFO FOR GLIDER BAND CONVERSION ALL FOR ONLY £28

3R Cardware & Communications

Satellite & Communication Wholesale

D2 MAC DECODERS FROM ONLY £119

BSB / D2 MAC Decoder Conversion Kits for Phillips STU902, Ferguson SRB1 & Nokia

ORANGE PHONES & ACCESSORIES

NOKIA 2140 ONLY £69
MOTOROLA MR20 FROM ONLY £29
NEW DANCALL NOW AVAILABLE FROM ONLY £59

PIC BUSTERS FROM ONLY £49

COME AND SEE OUR COMPLETE RANGE OF PRODUCTS AT THE FOLLOWING RADIO RALLIES

> RIPPON RACE COURSE, 2nd JUNE '96<
> ELVASTON CASTLE, DERBY, 9th JUNE '96<
> DENBY DALE, NORTH WAKEFIELD, YORK'S.

3R CARDWARE TEL 01246 455150 - 455945
Fax 01246 456650
HENRY STREET - POTTERY LANE EAST - CHESTERFIELD - DERBYSHIRE - S41 9BT

muTek limited

0115 9729467

Dual Band Transverters for 6m and 4m are now available.
Features low noise front ends for each band and a 25W broad band Transmit P.A. Receiver Noise figure is less than 2.5dB, with high input intercept for strong signal conditions. Output variable 2 to 25W by front panel control. I.F. for either 2m or 10m available.

Low Noise Masthead Amplifiers for 2m and 70cms, very high performance GaAs fet models, 2m 1KW through power, +100dBm
Input intercept, 14dB gain with band pass filtering. 70cms model now features Spole helical filter for improved out of band rejection.
Please send for full details on these and our full range of amateur radio products.

PO Box 24, Long Eaton, Nottingham NG10 4NQ

periodic list of scanner equipment - prices may be revised without notice

Wise Buy - Bargains!
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Dave Lawley G4BUO encourages you to get motivated on the air this summer!

Does your club ‘do’ Field Day? The original idea behind this type of event was to put on a station under emergency conditions, and it is a portable contest which means that you must operate from a tent or caravan, use a generator or other portable source to supply power, and erect all of the aerials no more than 24 hours before the start of the contest. Some groups approach it as a serious competition but just as many use it as a club social event: a fun weekend maybe with a barbecue which can be enjoyed by all the family.

The first National Field Day was held over 60 years ago, in 1933, when groups located in 16 districts battled it out over a 27-hour period. The leading group representing the West London District had two portable stations active, and made a grand total of 64 contacts. These days there are three 24-hour field day events held in the UK each year: NFD (CW) on the first weekend of June, VHF FD on the first weekend of July, and SSB FD on the first weekend of September. The leading groups in all three events make in excess of one thousand contacts in a 24-hour period. As a ‘gentler’ introduction to portable contesting, Low Power Field Day in mid July lasts for just seven hours. You don’t have to be a recognised, or RSGB-affiliated, club to join in the fun. Many teams, particularly in VHF FD, are drawn from groups of contest-minded individuals in an area. Equally, some clubs who are not ‘gung-ho’ contesters still put on a field day station, but treat it as a social event and an excuse for a barbecue and quite a few drinks.

Essentials

There are a few essentials you need to have in order to put on a field day station. First of all, of course, you need a site. In the absence of a club member or other fellow ham with several acres of land to spare, approach a landowner. Few of the farmers I have approached had heard of ham radio but all of them proved very cooperative, and a gift of a bottle of whisky after the event ensured that we would be welcome again the following year. One farmer was extra helpful and set up an electric fence in the next field to make sure his sheep would not bother us: in fact the 20dB over nine pulses from the fence on 80 and 160m were a far greater nuisance!

To make sure that ham radio leaves a good image with the farmer, ensure that gates are closed at all times and that you do a ‘sweep’ of the field at the end of the event to pick up rubbish such as cable ties, crisp packets, scraps of wire etc. Your choice of site will of course vary between VHF field day (generally you need a high site) and HF (operate from a swamp if you can).

In the past, the usual ‘shack’ was a tent, and this is still what is used by most groups. But if you can find a caravan and someone with a tow bar who can get it on site, so much the better. The second requirement is a power supply. For a high power station a generator will be needed, but for the restricted sections you may be able to get away with fully-charged car batteries, perhaps float-charged from a generator or even from a car if need be. If you decide to run entirely from 12V, remember everything must run on low voltage: keyer, rotator, soldering, iron, lighting, etc. If you have a large 240V generator you will be able to heat the tent with electric fan heaters (if your generator has the extra capacity - Tech Ed) but if not, don’t make the mistake of thinking that it can’t get cold in the middle of the night in June or July: it can. Make sure you have plenty of warm clothes and either propane or paraffin heating if the ‘mains’ from the generator isn’t up to the job.

The next question is, what rig and aerials to use. To avoid disappointment, test out the equipment before the event, using the generator if possible. A number of 12V rigs give less power than expected if the supply voltage is not in fact 13.8V. If the gear is coming from more than one source, connect it all together a few weeks beforehand and make sure the interconnecting leads work OK. This is also a chance for all the operators to have a ‘driving lesson’ before the heat of battle. Make up headphone splitters so that more than one person can hear what is going on or even better, work out how to drive a loudspeaker as well as headphones. Field Day is so much better if everyone in the tent can hear what is happening on the bands.

Aerials

It pays to test out the aerials a few weeks before the event to get some assurance that (1) the aerials work; (2) you can erect them and take them down safely and reliably; (3) in the case of wire aerials especially, there are no problems with RF feedback or inability to tune the aerial on all bands.

I once operated with a local
ATU which claimed to "tune anything". It couldn't manage a 40m long centre-fed doublet on all five bands 80-10m, and I had to drive 15 miles home to collect my homebrew ATUs which don't look as pretty as the commercial offering, but really will tune anything.

Operating

The question of who is going to do the operating can cause friction. A few successful groups have managed to divide themselves into a ground crew who set up the station and aerials, and a crack team of operators who arrive fifteen minutes before the start and win the contest, thereby adding to the glory of the whole group. Far more commonly, those who sweat blood (and often draw blood) erecting monstrous aerials expect to be allowed to sit at the rig and make some contest contacts.

The group as a whole must decide whether the idea behind the weekend is for all club members to have some fun, or to compete all-out to win the contest. In the latter case, of course, only those with a proven ability in contesting should be given charge of the mic or key. Most groups will fall into the former category and field day is an ideal opportunity for people who cannot operate from home to gain valuable contest experience from a well set-up station in an ideal location, free from TVI problems. Well, nearly free. I know a VHF operator who found that just 25W of 2m SSB from his portable site turned on a security light in a house a quarter of a mile away, and in my first NFD our station was suspected of giving false readings to RAF radar some fifteen miles away!

Which event?

Which field day and which section to enter? All three events are multi-operator contests, you may have enough people available to have one doing the operating, a second writing the log, and a third maintaining the checklist ('dupe sheet'). This is a good way to get everyone in the groups involved, but you must avoid the time-consuming debates as to what the callsign was that you just worked! A simple rule is that the operator (the one using the mic or the key) is always right. Even when he is wrong.

Techniques

No matter how serious or otherwise your entry is, there are plenty of techniques which can help to boost your score. The first is to know your contest: study the rules before the event, particularly the scoring system, and examine how entrants in previous events built their scores. Contesters are usually happy to help newcomers and a request for information sent with an SAE to a well-established group can be a good source of ideas. Work out some realistic targets for QSOs (or points) on each band, and draw up an outline band schedule. This is not to be followed slavishly but will give guidance to less experienced operators as to which bands should be used at which time.

Unless you are a well set-up Open Section entrant, you must be prepared to make many of your contacts by calling stations rather than calling CQ, and you must not be afraid of changing bands. My group makes in excess of 1000 QSOs. Additionally, Low Power Field Day in mid July is a shorter seven hour event limited to 80 and 40 metres, which provides a gentler introduction to this particular variety of summer madness.

Remembering that all field days are multi-operator contests, you may have enough people available to have one doing the operating, a second writing the log, and a third maintaining the checklist ('dupe sheet'). This is a good way to get everyone in the groups involved, but you must avoid the time-consuming debates as to what the callsign was that you just worked! A simple rule is that the operator (the one using the mic or the key) is always right. Even when he is wrong.

Operating

The question of who is going to do the operating can cause friction. A few successful groups have managed to divide themselves into a ground crew who set up the station and aerials, and a crack team of operators who arrive fifteen minutes before the start and win the contest, thereby adding to the glory of the whole group. Far more commonly, those who sweat blood (and often draw blood) erecting monstrous aerials expect to be allowed to sit at the rig and make some contest contacts.

The group as a whole must decide whether the idea behind the weekend is for all club members to have some fun, or to compete all-out to win the contest. In the latter case, of course, only those with a proven ability in contesting should be given charge of the mic or key. Most groups will fall into the former category and field day is an ideal opportunity for people who cannot operate from home to gain valuable contest experience from a well set-up station in an ideal location, free from TVI problems. Well, nearly free. I know a VHF operator who found that just 25W of 2m SSB from his portable site turned on a security light in a house a quarter of a mile away, and in my first NFD our station was suspected of giving false readings to RAF radar some fifteen miles away!

Which event?

Which field day and which section to enter? All three events are multi-operator contests, you may have enough people available to have one doing the operating, a second writing the log, and a third maintaining the checklist ('dupe sheet'). This is a good way to get everyone in the groups involved, but you must avoid the time-consuming debates as to what the callsign was that you just worked! A simple rule is that the operator (the one using the mic or the key) is always right. Even when he is wrong.

Techniques

No matter how serious or otherwise your entry is, there are plenty of techniques which can help to boost your score. The first is to know your contest: study the rules before the event, particularly the scoring system, and examine how entrants in previous events built their scores. Contesters are usually happy to help newcomers and a request for information sent with an SAE to a well-established group can be a good source of ideas. Work out some realistic targets for QSOs (or points) on each band, and draw up an outline band schedule. This is not to be followed slavishly but will give guidance to less experienced operators as to which bands should be used at which time.

Unless you are a well set-up Open Section entrant, you must be prepared to make many of your contacts by calling stations rather than calling CQ, and you must not be afraid of changing bands. My group makes in excess of 1000 QSOs. Additionally, Low Power Field Day in mid July is a shorter seven hour event limited to 80 and 40 metres, which provides a gentler introduction to this particular variety of summer madness.

Remembering that all field days are multi-operator contests, you may have enough people available to have one doing the operating, a second writing the log, and a third maintaining the checklist ('dupe sheet'). This is a good way to get everyone in the groups involved, but you must avoid the time-consuming debates as to what the callsign was that you just worked! A simple rule is that the operator (the one using the mic or the key) is always right. Even when he is wrong.
Putting up a 20m 4 element beam on an 18m lattice mast, using 9m of mast as a gin pole. Gravesend RS G3GRS/P.

You don't need a big aerial on Field Day. Gravesend RS G3GRS/P have had great success with an 82m centre fed on an 11m mast, with one end of the aerial across a river.

Cris G4FAM operating SSB Field Day while Phil G4HSS keeps the log.

Laurence G4HTD operating 4m in VHF Field Day

The HF restricted section, mark your ATU for easy re-setting. Use six pretuned ATUs and a good switch, or use a good balun and a rig with an auto-ATU. Don't wait until 10.00pm in NFD, when everyone QSYs to 160m, to discover that 100W causes RF feedback no matter how you adjust the ATU! By the time you sort the problem out, all those lovely double-point QSOs will have gone to other bands.

Documentation

Writing up and scoring the entry can be a chore, but these days programs like E15DI's Super Duper (which we provided on the front cover of the Nov 1995 Ham Radio Today - Ed), G3WGV's Log, or CT, NA, TRLog from the States can be used either during the contest or after the event to prepare your entry. Don't make the mistake of one group I was with by starting the contest with most operators never having used computer logging before. Have a club training evening where the chosen program is put through its paces by as many operators as possible. If you are going to use a PC, don't assume it will solve all your problems without introducing some new problems of its own, and make sure all your operators get some practice before the contest starts.

Lots more

There's plenty more that could be written about choice of aerials, how to erect big arrays, operating strategy, choice of equipment and the most difficult problem, how to keep your generator producing a stable mains voltage for 24 hours whilst powering the rig, lights, electric heater, toaster, on-site fridge etc. However, in any contest, part of the fun is to go out and have a go in the first year, then learn your lessons and see how much you can improve in subsequent years! Alternatively, your measure of success might be how many club members turn up for the Saturday evening barbecue and beers, while the radio aspect pales into insignificance.
Radio Communication Handbook

6TH EDITION
One of the world’s largest and most comprehensive guides to the theory and practice of amateur radio communication. An invaluable reference book for radio amateurs everywhere.

Price: £20.00

Amateur Radio Operating Manual

4TH EDITION
Revised to include digital communications, 2m ‘fox-hunting’, microwaves and moonbounce for the first time. Both newly licensed and experienced operators will find this book invaluable.

Price: £11.65

Packet Radio Primer

2ND EDITION
For the radio amateur interested in connecting into the packet radio network, then this revised and expanded book covers all the recent developments taking you on from the basics right up to satellite operation.

Price: £8.50

Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur

3RD EDITION
A wide range of test equipment is included, much of which can be made from the construction details provided. The essential reference book for your bookshelf.

Price: £10.45

Sussex Amateur Radio & Computer Fair
Sunday 14th JULY 1996 10:30 to 16:00
BRIGHTON RACE COURSE

Admission £1.50 - For details: 01273 501100

HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
1 Kenfield Place, ABERDEEN AB1 7UW, Tel 01224 316 004

Fulfillef & Well Being
When you have taken delivery of an appropriate CROSSFIELD ANTENNA think how much you will enjoy exercising the privilege of your licence. It took you a long time to get it and yet you hardly ever use it. Then there was all the finance you put into the rig & it sits hardly ever switched on a couple of times a year. WHY? For lack of an aerial that the neighbours can’t see or for lack of an aerial that will work on the lower bands instead of the higher ones on HF, all because the sun spots went away and the bands went down. OF WHAT IS AVAILABLE:

- Loop CFL 0.5 which can radiate all bands from 10 meters to Top band and is small enough to be placed on the balcony of a flat, or roof of a car.
- Loop EF 0.5 or EF 1 which will radiate without being resonant and can safely lie on the roof tiles or be taped down or up the corner of a house.
- Delay-Line EMDC 2/14 or DML 1.9/14 which are only 3.5 or 5 meters square and can hang between a tree and the house in a very small plot.

Price £150 or £60

TO ADVERTISE IN HAM RADIO TODAY, CALL OUR ADVERTISING DET.
ON 01442 66551

kindly mention HRT when replying to advertisements
Dear HRT,

I have heard numerous suggestions that a number of members of the Radiocommunications Agency are licensed, and from what you have said in the past, are listening on packet. I wonder if Ham Radio Today would float the idea of the RA issuing a licence to themselves to put out important messages on the packet network. Many people are in the same position as myself regarding announcements put out in the press, all we get are fragments filtering down to us.

73 de Allan, G3YRT

Editorial comment

The RA were once asked by the RSGB if they’d also publish 'formal notices', i.e. the ones that go into the London and Edinburgh Gazettes regarding changes to our amateur licence conditions, in the amateur press also, which they unfortunately had to decline to do. Realistically, the RA do issue 'press notices', and we’re pleased to publish these in the magazine. Even my local RA office staff are active on packet radio, but again I'm sure they're restrained from issuing 'official' notices this way! Also, how would you know the message was genuine, and not from a 'pirate'? Formal channels are of course the 'done thing', but there's usually nothing to stop an individual amateur reproducing such on the packet network, as a number already do. This for example happened with the recent RA press release on the new LF allocation for UK amateurs - see this month’s ‘Radio Today’, before even the amateur press received it!

As well as welcoming input to this ‘Letters’ page by post and fax, we do of course receive many letters, views, and general queries via email, either via Fidonet (HRT Conference), Internet email (chris@radshack.demon.co.uk) or via our web site (http://www.netlink.co.uk/users/hrt). Here’s a selection:

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

By far the most interesting items in HRT are the PMR conversions. Various articles (including the conversion articles themselves) have tended to imply that HRT’s shelves are groaning under a backlog of unpublished conversions, so it breaks my heart when a new HRT flops onto the door mat and there are no conversions in it!

Graham G7SMP

Editorial comment

We do have to retain a ‘balanced’ content, but we do try to get an ex-PMR conversion in at least every few months! But you're right, there is a pile of them waiting here to go in!

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

What a great Web site! My congrats! I would like to know how you created the “Ham Radio Today” 3D effect. I am impressed. Maybe I could have you improve our business site, do you take commercial assignments?

Joe AD4BB, Roswell, USA

Editorial comment

Many thanks Joe, we’re blushing! I trust by know our web site designer has been in touch with you!

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

I grabbed a copy of HRT yesterday and saw that you mentioned my Web site in ‘Data Connection’. Thanks very much for this. It seems to have got people’s attention since the ‘page hit count’ has risen quite dramatically!

Jon G7JJF

Editorial comment

You're welcome Jon! Readers may be interested to know that the ‘hit count’ each day on the HRT web site is currently over 3,000 (yes, that’s every day!).

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

Re. the May HRT cover disk, I don’t know if anyone else has had the courtesy to say thank you, but your hard work is very much appreciated.

John Evans. G7CEC.

Utility Editor, Short Wave News, Danish Shortwave Clubs International.

Editorial comment

Many thanks John, it's nice to know readers appreciate the work that goes into compiling the cover disk collections!

£10 for letter of the month

Do you have something constructive to say on the state of Amateur Radio today? Perhaps you’d like to put your viewpoint to the readers, get some discussion going, or give an answer to one of the issues raised? We'll pay £10 for the best letter we publish each month (normally paid during the month following publication). So write in with your views to; Letters Column, Ham Radio Today, Nexus, Nexus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST, or fax your letter direct to the Editor's desk on 01703 263429 (fax letters for publication only, for general readers queries please see the ‘Readers queries’ section in the ‘Who’s Who and What’s What in HRT’ section at the rear of this issue), or Email to chris@radshack.demon.co.uk. Please keep your letter short, we reserve the right to shorten them if needed for publication. Letters must be original and not have been sent to any other magazines, and must include names and addresses plus callsign if held. Reader's views published here may not necessarily be those of the magazine.
Here are a few general queries, the answers we hope will be of interest to all.

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

I saw a usenet posting that said you had a book available called "Two way radio conversions". Where can I get it from?
Ken G4WBW

Editorial comment
We receive many queries asking this! You’ll find the answer on the 24hr HRT Voicebank, however the book is "Surplus 2-Way Radio Conversions", but unfortunately it's now out of print. Poole Logic in Dorset however do have copies, see their ads in recent issues of the magazine.

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

How about more ATV articles etc. This is something that is seeming to become more popular. I think the sat TV and old receivers have something to with it.
Mark Pritchard G7EVP

Editorial comment
We published a multi-issue feature back in 1986 on getting going on 23cm ATV, including the use of satellite TV receiver modules as a 23cm FM receiver plus how to modify a UHF TV aerial to produce a low-cost 23cm yagi. Maybe it's about time we did another! What do other readers think?

To: chris@radshack.demon.co.uk

In the IC-T7E dual band handheld review, you mention that it has wide band receive capabilities by a combination on the keypad. I used to own an IC-W2E and this had the same capabilities. However, what are the necessary keys to press on power on? I have tried a few combinations without much joy!
John Midwood, G7PTD

Editorial comment
We tend not to publish such details in print in the magazine, as for one reason this 'wideband' use of amateur gear isn't allowed in some of the countries that Ham Radio Today magazine gets to, and we wouldn't like to condone illegal operation. For example, Australia has one import duty rate for gear on amateur-only frequencies, and another for wideband TX/RX equipment. The simple answer is, ask the dealer you purchase the set from - if it's possible and legal for you to use it this way, they'll be able to tell you.

Where are they now?

Dear HRT,

Many old timers returning to the hobby after much 'QRT', in my case after 45 years, have many culture shocks on returning to the bands and listening for familiar callsigns (nostalgia increases with age!), but of course many have 'popped their clogs'. The purpose of this letter is to ask Ham Radio Today to consider a small feature for the magazine "Where are they now?", or "QUA? have you news of.........?".
Jim Knox, G3GMT

Editorial comment
We already have a column for that, this one! If readers would like to know what has happened to another amateur, all you need to do is write a letter for publication, if the person makes contact and writes to us, we can then publish their letter!

DX contacts

Dear HRT,

I am sure that most amateurs have been interested in DX contacts at one time or another and have called CQ on the calling frequency for hours, but to no avail.

The Far North

Dear HRT,

With reference to the letter by Paul Thompson G6MEN (April '96 HRT) and many others on the subject of the Morse test and supposedly congestion on the Ham bands over the years.

There may well be heavy congestion down in the south of England. I'm fortunate enough to live on the Outer Hebrides, where congestion to me could well be some kind of common medical condition. There certainly isn't any congestion here anyway, I suppose the midges made up for it when they came out! I understand there are 431+ Scottish islands, many still uninhabited, so there is still plenty of space for everyone.

The world doesn't revolve around parts of England, so enough about congestion and the dreaded Morse. The sooner Morse tests end, the better for everyone. If it's too hot in the kitchen.
John MacDonald

The best way of all to get a reply is just to loosen the microphone plug a little, so that when you call 'CQ' your transmission will be intermittent! The world and his dog will answer, from Joe Bloggs down the road on his portable, to Michael J Crocodile Dundee in the far outback of Australia. OK it's not common practice, but it sure works!
73, Neil Haulker
A suitable title for this month's Notebook might be "Cutting it Short", for I plan to talk about abbreviations which you're likely to encounter in radio and electronics.

Many of these abbreviations are listed in data books, but there are lots more which are simply not mentioned in any of the usual lists, and quite a few which can cause confusion because they mean different things in different technologies.

To give an extreme example of this, take the abbreviation AC. To anyone in the fields of radio, electronics and electrical engineering, it means alternating current, but it also means Aircraftman to a RAF type, air conditioning to a heating and ventilating engineer and, of course, Appellation Controlee to a French wine buff! No doubt there are more.

As I've mentioned before, publishers of magazines and books tend to work to a thing called a 'house style', which is a set of rules devised by the editorial and design departments on how information shall be presented. In the last paragraph, I put AC in capital letters (technically known as 'upper case') but in some of the applications I mentioned, it could just as well appear in small letters ('lower case'), sometimes with full stops ('periods') after each letter.

Examples of this are the abbreviation for television, which may appear as TV, T.V. or tv, or that for high frequency, which might appear as HF, h.f. or H.F. The modern trend in even the most respected technical journals is to use a minimum of full stops, and very few capital letters. This makes an article look less cluttered, and generally presents no problems until you come to an abbreviation which actually forms a word, such as 'if' meaning intermediate frequency.

House style might then rule: 'we never abbreviate intermediate frequency', which is cumbersome, or a rather better half-way house of 'always spell out in full where there is likelihood of confusion'.

Where life really begins to get difficult is with abbreviations which take on different meanings according to whether they are printed in upper case or in lower case. This is particularly true of abbreviations and symbols used for units of measurement.

**The SI System**

Although earlier systems of units for the measurement for all types of physical quantities are still in use, the SI (Systeme Internationale) System, devised at an international conference held in 1948 - almost fifty years ago now - is the one you're most likely to encounter nowadays in engineering. SI covers technical and scientific measurements across all technologies, and I cannot possibly cover even the part of it relating to radio and electrical matters in the space I have here. Instead, I shall mention just a few of the more common points of potential confusion.

The SI System is firmly wedded to the metric and decimal systems, in fact it is really an extension of them. This means that expressing large and small quantities can be made much easier by adding a prefix to the unit name or abbreviation - the prefix indicating some multiple or sub-multiple of 10. For example milli, meaning 'a one-thousandth of', as in millimetre - a thousandth part of a metre, or mega, meaning 'a million of', as in megahertz - a million hertz.

I chose these two as examples because they illustrate probably the biggest potential source of confusion in the SI System. The symbol or abbreviation used to represent milli is a small 'm', as in mm (meaning millimetre), but the one for mega is a capital 'M', as in MHz (meaning megahertz).

You may think it will always be obvious what is meant even if, as often happens, people write or type a small 'm' when they mean 'mega'. Unfortunately that isn't necessarily so. For example, there are electronic instruments called function generators (producing sine, square or triangular waveforms) which can provide outputs at frequencies ranging from millihertz to megahertz - you need to be careful which you are talking about. Then again, specialised electrical resistance-measuring instruments are available which can check the goodness of continuity down to milliohms and of insulation up to megohms.

Moving on from multipliers to the units of measurement themselves, probably the only ones likely to cause confusion in everyday radio and electronic circles are the small 's', meaning seconds of time, and the capital 'S', which stands for siemens. What the heck is a siemens, I hear you ask - well it is the unit of conductance, which is the reciprocal of resistance. In earlier days, the unit of conductance was the 'mho', a name which was derived by the delightfully logical step of reversing the word 'ohm', being the unit of resistance.

**What's in a Name?**

You will probably have noticed that I've been writing units like hertz, siemens and ohm with a small initial letter, even though they are based on the surnames of famous scientists Heinrich Hertz, Werner von Siemens and Simon Georg Ohm. The same applies to volts, amperes, watts and so on. In fact, the general rule in the SI System is that all unit names have small initial letters when spelt out, but those that are based on famous names are abbreviated to a single capital letter. Hence watt becomes W, volt becomes V, farad becomes F, etc.

As in any scheme, there have to be exceptions. Thus ohm becomes the Greek capital omega - symbolising because to have abbreviated it to a capital 'O' would have caused no end of confusion. Then there are hertz, abbreviated to Hz to distinguish it from H for henry, and weber, abbreviated to Wb to distinguish it from W for watt.
Binary Thousands

If you're into computers and all things computing, you will have encountered the multiplier 'K' standing for 'kilo' (a thousand). This is not the same as the small 'k' standing for 'kilo' in the SI or decimal systems - it's not even the same thousand! Computers are all based on vast numbers of binary devices, and all calculations are carried out in powers of two, even though the results are converted to other formats for presentation to the outside world. A single binary device has two possible states - it can be either on or off. A circuit containing two binary devices can have four possible states (2^2 = 4), one with three devices can have eight states (2^3 = 8), and so on.

Each further binary device added, doubles the number of states available, so that the series runs 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, etc. That figure of 1024 (which is 2^10) is sometimes dubbed a 'binary thousand'. Its capital 'K' abbreviation hailed originally from the USA, but is now accepted by standards authorities around the world for the purpose. This K is used in the abbreviation for kilobytes of computer memory, but as you move up the scale to megabytes, the prefix is capital 'M', indistinguishable from the conventional 'M' meaning 10^6, but in this case meaning 2^20 or 1,048,576.

Identifying Marks

All electronic components need some sort of identifying marks, ranging from the colour or letter codes which reveal the value, working voltage, etc., of simple passive components such as resistors and capacitors, through to type or part numbers of valves, transistors and integrated circuits.

These codes, some of which are devised and used by individual manufacturers, and others which are used by agreement throughout countries and even continents, are well documented in reference and data books. What can be useful in tracking down data on unfamiliar components is some clue as to the manufacturer.

Sometimes the maker's name is actually incorporated into a device type number, examples being HP for Hewlett Packard, IR for International Rectifier and TI for Texas Instruments. Look out for other examples in catalogues.

Connectors seem to be fairly simple and straightforward devices, although they come in an enormous variety of shapes and sizes. This seems to stem from a lack of standardisation between the designs of different manufacturers, although this state of affairs has gradually improved.

One of the most common coaxial connectors used on amateur equipment for the HF and VHF bands is the one known as a 'UHF' connector. The name appears to stem from the time when the UHF band officially started at 300MHz (in the days of World War II), and no-one in their right mind would dream of using one in the present-day UHF spectrum at 300MHz and up. They are better referred to nowadays by their generic type numbers of PL-259 for the free plug and SO-239 for the chassis-mounting socket, although I guess the UHF tag will never really die.

Capable of better performance at frequencies up to around 1GHz (1000MHz) are the BNC series (commonly found on amateur rigs for the 70cm band) or TNC series. The type code BNC is reputed to have come from the names of the engineers who first devised the design, with the 'B' identifying it as being retained with a 'bayonet' lock. The TNC is a screw-locking version of the same connector, the 'T' standing for 'threaded'. Complete equipments also need identifying, and though they are often given names, basically for promotional purposes, they are usually identified by type numbers in the manufacturer's catalogue.

Ex-military

Anyone dabbling in ex-military radio will know that the various national armed services have used their own numbering systems, occasionally changing them to cope with advancing applications and technology.

Confining our attention to the UK, the Royal Navy traditionally called transmitters simply No. xx, but receivers (or tuner-amplifiers as they were officially called) were identified by the letter 'B' followed by a number - B28 was their number for a Marconi CR100, for example. I've never been able to discover the reasons for the allocation of the letter B.

In Army circles, the letters 'WS' followed by a number identified 'wireless sender' or 'wireless set', in other words a transmitter or a transmitter-receiver, whilst 'R' followed by a number indicated a receiver. In the RAF, 'T' indicated a transmitter and 'R' a receiver, and logically TR was a transmitter-receiver.

Manufacturers tend to have their own systems, and although in part these are self-evident in their meaning, at times they leave you wondering just what their background may be. The prefix CR to indicate a communications receiver has been used by, among others, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. (MWT) - now GEC-Marconi and also by RCA in the USA. The Marconi International Marine Communications Co. (MIMC or MIMCO) identified all their equipment by the letter 'T' (meaning 'Type') followed by a number, so that for example, a T.1018 is an 'Electra' HF communications receiver, not a transmitter as you might at first expect.

Rediff, part of the Rediffusion group, used the prefix 'R' for their communications receivers, sometimes with the addition of another letter to indicate a particular variety, e.g. 'RE' for an emergency receiver. Transmitters and associated equipment were all blessed with the prefix 'G', which stood for 'generator'. Separate transmitter exciter units were prefixed 'GK', although I worked for Redifon for a while, I never did discover the origin of the 'K'), and linear amplifiers 'GA'. Transceivers were prefixed 'GR'.

Commercial manufacturers, like the military, have changed their equipment numbering systems over the years, reflecting changing technology, company mergers and take-overs, and new management policies and ideas. The examples above should give a flavour of the type of ex-professional equipment (other than private mobile radio (PMR)) currently changing hands at radio rallies and the like.

And Finally ...

I've already referred to the possibility of confusion by the same abbreviation being used in different engineering disciplines, but even within radio we're in danger of falling into that trap. Take TNC, which I mentioned just now as a type of coaxial connector, but which can also stand for a terminal node controller in data communications set-up.

Then there's the term 'DC' as applied to receivers. It could either mean a receiver designed to be driven from DC supplies, or it could mean a direct-conversion receiver, one in which the incoming RF signal is heterodyned with a local oscillator operating at the same frequency as the carrier, to convert it directly to audio.

Watch out, too, for DBM, meaning doubly-balanced mixer, a device used in single sideband transmitters and receivers, and dBm, describing a signal level in dB relative to a standard level of 1 milliwatt. Especially confusing, this one, because if you look at specifications for such devices, you will find the required carrier drive level specified in dBm.
There is both good news and bad for QRP enthusiasts this month. The good news is that there has been an announcement by the RSGB that amateur radio kits produced in the UK are now exempt from the new EC regulations (which became mandatory on the 1st January this year). Readers may recall the horror stories of a cubic inch transmitter kit selling for under a fiver costing up to £2,000 to get tested to CE standards. That the kits sold must be aimed at licensed amateurs, and not anyone else such as short wave listeners is a shame, but it is a boon to the kit suppliers, who may otherwise have called it a day and gone out of business. Of course this means that there will still be cheap, easy to build equipment available for the British amateur instead of the worst case scenario, a black box culture.

The UK Kit Manufacturers Association has been working closely with the RSGB for the past two years to get this legislation removed from amateur kits.

The initial meeting between those companies producing kits for the UK amateur market and the RSGB took place at their HQ a couple of years ago, and was chaired by Peter Chadwick of the RSGB. At that time there were no links between the kit suppliers, who may otherwise have called it a day and gone out of business. Of course this means that there will still be cheap, easy to build equipment available for the British amateur instead of the worst case scenario, a black box culture.

The British amateur market is the largest, and arguably the best kit manufacturers in the world and I know that most export to up to 50 (or more) countries.

Dick Pascoe GOBPS brings both good and bad news in the low power field.

It was at the suggestion of Peter Chadwick to the existing kit manufacturers at that time, that an association should be formed to fight for their rights against the proposed legislation. All but one of the kit suppliers in the UK joined the association, and over the two years they have worked closely together. It now appears we have been successful. This has been mainly because of the stalwart work done by Hilary Claytonsmith G4JKS.

This is good news for all amateurs, not just in the UK but around the world. The UK has the largest, and arguably the best kit manufacturers in the world and I know that most export to up to 50 (or more) countries.

The Bad News

It was with great regret that I heard that Ten Tec, the well known American amateur equipment manufacturer, has decided not to export any more equipment to the EEC. Again this is purely because of the stringent legislation that kits have only now been exempted from.

Ten Tec have been well known for some of the greatest QRP rigs of all time, with favourites such as the Argonaut 509 and the 515 still changing hands at about the £300 mark (I saw one advertised on the Internet at $550 which equals about £365). These analogue QRP transceivers had a following that many would love to emulate. Their latest offerings, the Ten Tec Scout 555 and the QRP Argo 556, are fast becoming the standard of their time. Their higher power rigs such as the Paragon and the Omni VI also have a dedicated following. It seems a shame that they may no longer be available in the UK. If this remains the case I would bet that the second hand price of their used gear will increase in price much like the Heath range of kits did after their demise.

I had the chance to chat to Geoff from Waters & Stanton recently, and he offered a glimmer of hope, he told me that "there may be a way round it yet". I know he would love to see the rigs back in the UK.

Good and bad news comes from the Index 'QRP Plus' labs. They are now 'on stream' with production of the new QRP Plus MkII, and several upgrades have been made. Readers may remember that I gave the address of a German company that was to make them under licence. It now appears that because of various difficulties this did not happen. The success of the QRP Plus has created more difficulties than the manufacturers may have perceived.

More good news: Many readers will remember the great summer parties held in early August by Chris G4BUE for members of the G-QRP club. Visitors travelled from far afield as the USA for this venture such was its success. For various reasons, Chris had to call it a day last year. The

Heathkit HW9 keying modification
good news is that Chris will now be hosting the party, not 'BUE but Chris G3TUX of the QRP Component Company (Chris stocks a great range of Morse keys and kits). Members are welcome to attend on Saturday August 3rd 1996 from 1400 onwards at 2 Courst Hill Road, Haslemere, Surrey. I suggest a telephone call first to confirm on 01428 641771. I hope to be in attendance and look forward to seeing many of you there.

More bad news: Last September, George G3RJV and I were invited to attend the first QRP week in Dublin Ireland. We had a great time sharing QRP ideas and information with locals and some visitors from afar, both from the USA and another couple from the UK. Although the week could have had a lot more visitors it proved to be a great success. It also saw the introduction of the Irish QRP club as reported earlier this year.

It had been hoped that there would be a follow-on QRP club as reported earlier this year. We have been promised that there would be a follow-on event only. George and I (with our wives) enjoyed the Irish hospitality so much we looked forward to getting back to the real Guinness and the modern Kilkenny ales. Sadly, because of other commitments by the organisers at the venue it has been cancelled for this year. We have been promised that every effort will be made to get it off the ground for next year. Watch this space for more details.

**HW9 Modifications**

The HW9 was the last of the Heath range of QRP transceivers to be made available to the amateur market. They are very popular and I know of one Scottish amateur who actually recently found one that was unbuilt. I well remember walking around the Dunstable Downs boot fair a few years ago and spotting a Heathkit box under a table. A dive on all fours got my hands on it before a couple of others had a look. The VFO is also not as good as my own homemade version but it also can be improved. As built, the Heath VFO suffers from drift after turn on as it is 'pumped' by the AGC. There was an easy modification that could be done to correct this. During construction the R329 (AGC set, 500k preset) is set and not adjusted again. If this preset is removed and a pot is brought through to the front panel using a length of shielded wire, the AGC can be set at any required level. The rig can also suffer from 'key thump' this modification has not been tried here but comes recommended. It was first done by KB1M, the diagram says it all. That's it for this month, news and views to me via the editor, via packet to GB7RMS.

Email to Dick@kanga.demon.co.uk or snail mail to me at Sea View House, Crete Road East, Folkestone CT18 7EG.

---

**S.E.M. 8 FORT WILLIAM DOUGLAS, ISLE OF MAN**

**PHONE 01624 662131**

NEW, DSP-3 from W9GR. This superb latest generation DSP filter has 16 switched functions inc. 7 band filters, RTTY, packet, SSTV, SSB, auto notch & denoising. Price £199.50. Ready built £159.50 kit, all components and case.

S.E.M. Q.R.M. ELIMINATOR MK9. This device can phase out complete local interference of any kind. Connects in your aerial feeder and covers 100 kHz to 60 MHz, you can transmit through it, £39.50 incl. ex-stock.

V.H.F. Q.R.M. ELIMINATOR 130-180 MHz. £119.50. S.E.M. PACKET MODEM. This unit will connect between your P.C. and 2M. F.M. Rig to provide Packet Radio with the various TNC emulation programmes readily available. State 9 pin or 25 pin socket on P.C. Price £65.90.

HI Q RECEIVER AERIAL MATCHING UNIT. Provides a high selectivity impedance match for wire or co-ax aerials to your receiver. £66.50 incl. ex-stock.

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS. V.H.F. to H.F. gives you 118 to 146 MHz on your H.F. receiver. Tune Pa 200 MHz, £79.50. Ex-stock.

DUMMY LOAD. 100W THROUGH/LOAD switch, £39.50. Ex-stock. H.F. to V.H.F. gives you 100 kHz to 60 MHz on your V.H.F. scanner, £69.50. Ex-stock. Plug in aerial lead of any receiver. Tuning from 100 MHz up.

3 or 6-METRE TRANSMATCH. 1kW, will match anything. G2DYM or GSR7Y on V.H.F. £55.00. Ex-stock.

G.P.S. DEMODULATOR. 100W THROUGH, £39.50. Ex-stock.

R.F. NOISE BRIDGE. 1-170 MHZ. Very useful for aerial work measuring resonant freq. and Impedance, £69.50. Ex-stock.

COSMIC MEMORY KEYER. This makes an extensive keyer available. 4 x 48 character memory messages which can be combined or call each other and contain operational commands. Many more facilities all being called or interrogated via the key £117.30 inc.

IAMICB MORSE KEYER. 9-50 p.w. auto squelch keyer. Ex-stock. Ours is the easiest to use. £69.50. First class twin paddle key, £73.00. Ex-stock.

TWO-METRE LINEAR/AFF-AMP. Sentinel 40: 14x power gain, e.g. 3W=40W (ideal FT290 and Handshakes), £125. Sentinel 60, 6x power, £125.15 W, £60. 10x W, £145. THB 60. £55. 10W in 100 W out. £175.

H.F. ABSORPTION WAVEMETEER. 1.5-30 MHZ. £55.00. Ex-stock.

MULTIPLEXER. The most versatile audio interface, up to 4 x 2, £156.00 incl. ex-stock.


12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING TRANSISTORS. Prices include VAT and delivery, C.W.D. or phone your CREDIT CARD No. Ring or write for further data or catalogue. Orders or information requests can be put on our Anasphone at cheap rate times.
VHF/UHF message

Geoff Brown GJ4ICD brings news of an unusual opening on 2m

Yes, it's June again and this month sees the peak of the Sporadic E season. There should be lots of rare DX both on 50 and 144MHz. The best times for long haul propagation seem to be early morning and late afternoon, plus openings to the USA mainly happen at night (2200 to 2400z), so don't be caught out.

Keep a sharp eye on the cluster for C6 (Bahamas), CY0 (Sable Island), 4K6D (Azerbaijan), D44BC (Cape Verde, it may even be your's truly operating!), JX (Jan Mayen) and I'm sure many more for those 50MHz fanatics.

John WZ8D will be operational from the Bahamas from June 7th to the 17th. His main band of operation will be 50MHz and the call will be C6AJE. QSL information will be: John Walker, 1930 Meredith Ln. Loveland, Ohio 45140 USA. Direct only, not via Bureau. His grid square will be FL16, and John will also monitor 28.885MHz.

144MHz opening in February

144MHz was open via 'ES' in February! Jukka OH2BUA in KP20 writes:

"My automatic monitoring-alerting system just captured this single packet on 144.625 FM: Sat Feb 3 10:30:01 1996 - ttyS2 recv: KISS: Data, AX25: F5KN-8->F1GKN v F5KOR-2" FA1PRV RR(F) NR=3

"I believe this is a real one! The system has been up and running for one and a half years continuously, and this is the first time it captured real DX. Equipment: 3 x 5/8 whip, FT-23R HT. I’m not able to scan the bands with a multimode, but what a catch! Who would believe Es reaches 144 MHz in February, especially up here in the north!"

I read Jukka's message on Saturday afternoon, only a few hours after his post, and

IPS latest news on Cycle 23;

Here is the latest prediction on cycle 23 for DX fans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>&quot;13&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;2&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;9&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;11&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;11&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;12&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;13&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;12&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>8*</td>
<td>9*</td>
<td>10*</td>
<td>11*</td>
<td>12*</td>
<td>13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>15*</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>18*</td>
<td>20*</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>25*</td>
<td>29*</td>
<td>33*</td>
<td>38*</td>
<td>43*</td>
<td>49*</td>
<td>54*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = New data. T index may have changed.
* = IPS predicted T index
checked tropo conditions immediately: No lift at all. Checking the local cluster showed me there had been Es on 50 MHz at that time. Could it have reached 144 MHz? On Saturday I couldn't tell, but now it has been confirmed by a Finnish SWL that there was an Es opening to the Benelux countries on 100 MHz. Here are some of the catches made in Pirkka (KP11) by Jouni Keskinen (ID via RDS; also other networks were heard);

Feb 3, 1996: 87.6MHz, 1044 UT, RTBF1 (Belgium). 87.8MHz, 1047 FUN Radio (France). 88.9MHz, 1052 RTL Oldie (Luxembourg). 91.5MHz, 1057 RTBF2 (Belgium). 103.2MHz, 1112 RF Berry Sud (France).

So, the question is, what causes Es in February? Or could it have been something else? It seems likely that meteor scatter can be ruled out, since Jukka's monitoring system has been unable to pick up any reflections from even major showers, and meteor-wise February is the worst month of the year. Up here at 60 degrees north, it's extremely rare to have Es at this time of the year. The only occasion I know of was more than ten years ago during the Quadrantids meteor shower.

Transatlantic Expedition news

Here's some WARC DXpedition news on the 1996 DXpedition: The West Island Amateur Radio Club of Montreal have announced that once again this summer, it will conduct a DXpedition to Atlantic Canada.

This year's DXpedition will be conducted in two phases. The first, from Wednesday 17 July to Monday 22 July 1996, will take place at the Marconi National Historic site near Glass Bay, Cape Breton in Nova Scotia (46 deg 13 min. N., 059 deg. 57 min. W., grid GN06AF). It was from this site in late 1903 that the first commercial transatlantic messages were sent to a sister-station at Poldhu in the UK. The station in Glace Bay was one of three eventually built at Marconi in Cape Breton, and today is the location of a museum celebrating the 'Wizard of Wireless'. It is therefore fitting that the primary emphasis of this phase of the DXpedition will be an attempt to span the Atlantic on two metres.

Using full legal power and high-gain aerials, a CW beacon will be transmitted on 144.020 MHz at intervals of approximately one minute. The DXpedition will listen for a reply on the same frequency. It is requested that European operators transmit on this frequency only if the CQ is heard. The signals will be aimed at Central Europe, but the aerial beamwidth will be such that stations from North Africa to Scandinavia should have an opportunity to hear them, conditions permitting.

The second phase of the DXpedition will take place from Thursday 25 July to Thursday 1 August 1996, from the historic lighthouse on Seal Island some 12 nautical miles off the southern tip of Nova Scotia (43 deg 24 min. N., 066 deg. 01 min. W., grid FN63XU, IOTA NA-126). Founded in 1827, it has permitted countless ships and sailors to safely navigate past the treacherous rocks in the area.

Emphasis will again be placed on a two metre transatlantic contact. Two separate transceiver and aerial systems will be employed. The first will transmit and receive on 144.020 MHz, and the second on 144.030 MHz. The systems will be synchronized so that the transmit and receive cycles will be the same.

Operators for the DXpedition will include Fred VE2SEI, Helen VE2YAK, Reg VE2AYU, Jeff VE2TBH, Al VE2DAV, Lowell VY2OH, and Al VO1NO. Those requiring further information may contact Fred Archibald VE2SEI, Tel. +1 514 694 3441, Fax. +1 514 630 4134, or e-mail archibald@publinx.net, or Al Penney VO1NO at Tel. +1 902 427 0550, or +1 902 876 2779. QSL cards may be sent to VE2GWI.

Beacon news

Ralph, 4X1IF informs GJUHC about a new beacon in Israel. Ralph now has permission to run a 50MHz beacon from his home QTH. A halo has been installed on his tower and the beacon is now complete. Keying will commence in the Summer months, running about 3W and initially with his call. It is hoped to get a special beacon call something in the future, the frequency is 50.058MHz. The circuit diagram and component layout for the GJ3RAX beacon has been forwarded to Ralph in April.

JW7SIX: The 50MHz beacon JW7SIX is now on-air from a new location. It has been moved to the shack of the Svallbard Radio Club, JV5E, in JO77TO. It is providing 10W RF into a new, solid 4 element yagi. The aerial is mounted 25m above the ground on a steel tower, and is beaming 210 degrees (Europe!). ES1CW has volunteered to supply an extra 10W PA and a directional coupler. Another aerial will be mounted later at a lower altitude. This equipment will be used to provide an additional beam to KL7/V8 during the months of June and July. Thus, the facility for transpolar studies would be retained. The beacon is now operated by the Svallbard radio club, and the beacon keeper responsible is Ola Johan Oestvig, JW8GV.

Contributions to the operating costs and reception reports are welcome and can be submitted to Svalbard radio club, JV5E, Postboks 486, N-9170 Longyearbyen, Norway.

The V56SIX beacon is now active again, having come back on air on the 28th March. The beacon was damaged by the typhoon in 1993 and it cannot be put up again on the same site. The beacon is now sitting at the Tate's Carin which is about 472m AGL, locator OL72CH, it is running about 7W into a GP ant.

Radio news

News has just broken that MFJ are to launch a 50MHz SSB/CW radio, the model number is 9406 and is rumoured to be very competitively priced.

Well that's all for this month, do make time to get on the VHF bands this month and work some new DX! News and views as always can be sent to: Geoff Brown, TV Shop, Belmont Rd, St Helier, Jersey. Channel Islands, or faxed to 01534 877067, or Email equinox@itl.net and finally packet, GJ4HUX@GB7GUR or GJ4ICD@WD5B.
Chris Lorek G4HCL finds the Automatic Packet Reporting System works well for event communications

Bill GO1QK @ GB7HSN asks if I can give a mention in this column about himself and two other locals who've recently set up 10m ports on their packet switches, on 29.250MHz. Bill tells me that 2m packet is very congested in his area, and they thought the use of 10m might just relieve the congestion. The switches are ILFORD:GO1QK-1, WIGGY:GW0WG-1 and PARROT:GOUBA-1. Bill's setup is located in Ilford, Essex, the others being just across the Thames in south east London. Bill says that all three have good links to local BBSs, and that WIGGY has a link to the LONY node, an IP 'chat' node, plus two DX Clusters. Users are free to use the 10m system, and Bill says he's very pleased to assist if anyone would like help or indeed just further information.

Packet on the Frostbite Event

Mike Tyrell G6GAK recently sent me a very interesting rundown on the use of packet radio and APRS by Cheshire RAYNET on the 'Frostbite' event. The use of packet radio on this event has developed over the several years. In 1994 a series of tests were carried out by a mobile 70cm packet station travelling to each checkpoint during the event and testing the quality of the radio path back to the control centre. These tests highlighted the need to operate a packet station in a position which would have good coverage of the whole event, for example on the top of a suitable hill, so that mobile stations could then use this node to relay packets back to main control.

For Frostbite 95 a packet network was set up with mobile stations at three checkpoints, and fixed stations at the main control and finish. RAYNET had been asked to assist in the production of the race results and the allocation of start times for each day. This was accomplished using the packet radio system while the conventional voice networks provided the primary function of safety communication.

In order to process the results, a series of simple programs were written around a spreadsheet package, and used with normal Packet TNC programs. The checkpoints and finish stations filled in the times in the spreadsheet as competitors arrived and, on a periodic basis, sent this information back to control as plain text files. The use of the Node on a hilltop provided fair coverage of the course but there were still some problems with poor signal strength. The use of spreadsheets was fairly successful (the results were produced in time for the prize-giving!) but the method was found to be cumbersome and more information than was necessary was being sent from each checkpoint.

Frostbite 96

Analysis of the packet logs after the 1995 event highlighted three main types of information being sent between packet stations;
1) Competitor times
2) How many people had passed through a checkpoint
3) The location of equipment or personnel (e.g. drinking water van, ambulance etc.)

Although the use of conventional packet radio was effective for the competitor times, it was not efficient for 2) and 3). A search for a more effective method to use packet radio to disseminate information found a suitable program known as APRS (Automatic Packet Reporting System). APRS is widely used across America both for day-to-day amateur activity and during emergencies. The fundamental difference in its approach is that it uses 'unconnected' packets to distribute information. This means that as soon as one station enters a piece of information it can be seen by all the other stations on the network.

As well as being able to distribute messages as text information, APRS can also display the location of stations and objects on a map. These may either be placed manually on the map by the operator or, with the use of satellite tracking technology, they can be automatically displayed as they move about.

How APRS was used

The diagram show the different types of stations used on the event. At the control centre, two APRS systems were set up, these shared a single TNC and radio. One system was used to provide overall control of the network, the other was used as a 'read only' system, i.e. information could be read from the map and message lists but could not be modified. This provided an opportunity for people unfamiliar with APRS to see what it could do without the risk of interfering with the operation of the network. Three mobile outstations were distributed around the course, and fed information into the APRS network on a regular basis.

At the finish point, a fixed...
station was set up and as the competitors arrived their race time could be calculated quickly and provisional results lists were printed from time to time and posted on a notice board. Every hour or so the APRS program was shut down and a conventional packet terminal program was used to communicate all the latest finish times back to the event control centre. Two mobile stations were equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, and were able to transmit their location automatically every few minutes.

The first of these tracking systems was used on the vehicle used to transport drinking water to the checkpoints around the course. Using the APRS map display the event controller could see their exact position, speed, and direction of travel whenever required.

The second system was used as a ‘manpack mobile’ with one of the RAYNET sweep teams. These teams carry out an important role to walk the course behind the last runners and locate any lost or injured teams before that section of the course is closed. Usually the control centre only know the exact position of the sweep team when they reach a manned checkpoint, but with the use of GPS they were able to continually monitor their progress as they walked along the course.

One of the most important things during the event is the location of the first and last teams. This is used when making decisions about moving people and vehicles around the course. In previous years, control have had to keep track of this by recording the time at which checkpoint operators report the first and last team past their post.

A special feature in APRS enables the user to position a marker on the map and assign a speed to it. The software will then automatically move the marker along a predefined course at the given speed. This was used with symbols representing the first and last teams, their estimated positions were transmitted over packet and could be seen by any of the APRS equipped checkpoints. The estimated positions were manually updated by control when the teams actually passed a manned checkpoint. These estimates were found in practice to be very accurate and only minor corrections were needed over most of the course.

More information

Mike tells me the Frostbite 96 event was the most effective use of packet radio to date by Cheshire RAYNET, and the APRS software was shown to be more versatile for this type of activity than conventional packet programs. You can get more information on the use of APRS on this event from Mike Tyrrell G6GAK, 189 Runcorn Road, Barnton, Northwich Cheshire CW8 4HR, or email T00321.1327@compuserve.com

A reminder that the latest version of the APRS shareware software is available as an ‘at cost’ service to readers from the Ham Radio Today software service, see elsewhere in this issue for ordering details.

Maxpak node news

Following a visit from the RA and a request to reduce the power level on the 70cm rig, DY71 was taken out of service. Having carried out the necessary adjustments, the group say they have been unsuccessful in getting the RA to return and check the rig before it went back into service. Hopefully by now it should be running again.

VV23 on 144.525MHz is now operational on 9600 baud for fast access, and the BNOR node on 144.650MHz now has a new EPROM to provide service with an alias of BNOR21. The latest Maxpak newsletter, sent to all members, contains an updated Local Area Network plan, together with updated LANs for the Fourpak and G8PZT areas. The group have regular meetings, you’ll find details of these plus contact information for the group in this month’s ‘Club News’.

PacTOR II QRP

If you attended my talk at this year’s Yeovil QRP Convention (although as I write this, I haven’t yet given it!), you may have heard me mention the great gains that are being made in digital communications and QRP-PacTOR, for example, has the possibility of maintaining error-free throughput in minus 20dB signal to noise, i.e. the wanted signal being totally inaudible to the human ear. I’ve used PacTOR and more recently PacTOR II with my FT990 and a PTC-II controller, both to great effect, and I was interested to read that Markus HB9BRJ has been having similar success with PacTOR II on QRP using his PTC-II with his FT-990. Markus uses a single multiband vertical, and recently he had a 20m PacTOR II contact with Karl, SB9KKH, who was running a PTC-II into his FT-1000 and a simple ground plane aerial. Karl was running 1W, Markus 10W, the two stations having a “wonderful” link. Karl now plans to go a step further into the mW range, to see what the limits of PacTOR II really are.

As well as occasional weekend and evening activity, I hope to be able to try and get a PacTOR II station in operation in daytime attended use at my work’s QTH, possibly scanning 80m, 40m and 20m. There will of course be a mailbox on the PTC-II if I’m not able to answer myself immediately. If you’d like a sked with a view to testing weak-signal propagation and data throughput, preferably around mid-day (i.e. lunch-time) just drop me drop me a message by packet, email, fax, or whatever and I’ll see what can be done.

CTRL-Z, end of message

That’s it for this month. As always, please do let me know what you’re up to in the ham radio data comms field, or indeed what your local group are doing. If you’d like a specific topic covered in this column, or a question you’d like to ask, just get in touch and I’ll try and help. You can contact me either direct via packet, or via post, fax or email c/o the Ham Radio Today Editor. Until next month, 73 from Chris G4HCL @ GB7XJZ.2@G8.GBR.ELI
Don Field G3XTT gives some tips on HF tuning and successful RTTY operation

Band conditions were disappointing, at least here in the UK, for the CQ WPX Contest at the end of March. 10 metres was almost dead apart from a few South American stations, and even 15 metres never really opened up to the US. One station of particular interest, with a loud signal on 15 metres, was YB7/G05MC. This was Andy G4APIQ and colleagues in Indonesia to support the Camel Trophy rally, and taking time out for the contest.

4U1SCO was another interesting one active in the contest. This station was operating from the Gambia, signing C56CW and C56DX, did a terrific job. Their QSO total was 29,313, and I can vouch for the fact that they were easy to find and work on almost all bands. I even managed an RTTY (teleprinter) contact with them on 20 metres, running my transmitter at about 100 watts output into my 80 metre dipole!

Andy G4ZVJ showed up as promised from St.Helena, but had some problems with his linear amplifier, which meant that he was limited to 100 watts for most of the time. Nevertheless, UK stations worked him on all nine HF bands.

One of the more interesting contacts I made during the period was FT5WE on 30 metres. This station is on Crozet Island, a French possession off the southeastern end of Africa, in the southern ocean. The operator is there for a year and promises some low frequency operation in due course. Many of the operations from these remote French territories are by radio amateurs who have volunteered for these inhospitable postings for their mandatory military service. Now that France has announced the end of national service and a move to a fully professional military, such operations may become increasingly rare.

Operating tips – tuning

Perhaps one of the biggest culture changes if you come to the HF bands from VHF is the move away from channelised operation to continuous tuning. Although SSB and CW operation on the VHF and UHF bands is not channelised, many VHF operators have no experience beyond channelised FM operation. Getting used to tuning in SSB signals, frequently under conditions of fading and interference, can be a daunting experience. And of course the quality of reception is considerably lower than with FM. Frankly, success will only come with experience.

There is no short cut. Time spent listening on the HF bands, even before you have your Class A licence, will pay dividends when you are finally ready to make your first HF contacts. If you fail to tune in correctly to a station you want to call, then you will end up calling him off frequency, which will lower your chances of making the contact.

The tuning rate of modern transceivers varies considerably. Some offer coarse and fine tuning so that you can quickly move to a particular frequency, and then precisely complete the process. Some transceivers allow user selection of tuning rate. My own transceiver tunes 10kHz for every turn of the main tuning control, which I find very satisfactory for careful tuning, but it requires lots of turns to get from one end of the band to the other! I rather like the shuttle/jog tuning feature in the new FT-1000MP, copied from video recorders.

If you are using narrow filters, especially on CW (where 250Hz bandwidth filters are not uncommon) you need to tune very carefully indeed – it is very easy to miss a weak signal if you tune too fast. Narrow CW filters have another problem which is that, when you are calling CQ, if anyone calls you slightly off frequency you may not even hear them.

RTTY operating

I wonder how many HF Happenings readers are active on the data modes (RTTY, AMTOR, PacTOR, Packet). With the advent of multimode TNCs for packet operation, many amateurs buy one of these for VHF packet, and then press it into service on the HF bands with varying degrees of success.

I used to use my PK232 on HF RTTY, and worked well over 100 countries with it, despite the fact that the tone spacing is not quite correct for HF operation and that the filters
are rather too wide for HF data operation, in order to pass the higher-speed VHF data signals. There were also some other problems with early PK232 units like mine, but even so multimode units like these work adequately on HF, especially if you can use the narrow filters in your receiver ahead of the TNC (I use 500Hz filters or, under extreme conditions of interference, 250Hz).

Dedicated terminal units usually offer much better results. I now use the excellent Multiterm from the British Amateur Radio Teledata Group - BARTG - along with BMK/MULTY software by GA/BMK. Nowadays you don't even need a terminal unit - there is software available from the US (RTTY by K6ST1) which will drive a computer sound card as an RTTY terminal.

There are also some excellent plug-in terminal units (such as the HAL P38) coming available from the US, which can be used in one of the slots in your PC. Operation on the HF data modes is very different from operating on SSB or CW. It really is a case of the strongest signal getting through, and tuning needs to be exact to get a good copy. AMTOR has some basic error detection built in, and will ask for a block of characters to be re-sent if it fails to copy them correctly. However, setting up an AMTOR link is relatively cumbersome, so the mode is rarely used by RTTY operation to have them trying to print beyond the edge of the paper, but are taken care of automatically by computer RTTY programs.

Spaces between number groups are also dangerous, because it is common practice in RTTY operation to have Unshift-on-Space as a default, so the following number group might be interpreted as letters instead. Why? Because Baadot RTTY (as against other variants) uses just five symbols per character, which gives only 32 different combinations.

To permit the 26 letters of the alphabet, plus ten digits and common punctuation marks to be sent, RTTY has a 'letters' and a 'figures' shift, with two of the character combinations being used to tell the receiver to shift to 'letters' or 'figures' as required (thus, every time you change from letters to figures or vice versa, you add an extra hidden character to your transmission).

To minimise the risk of confusion, it is better to separate figure groups by one of the symbols, such as a dash, which is also in figures case. So a better transmission, in terms of brevity and less risk of corruption, would be G4HCL DE G3XTT 599001-1-1423 BK.

Of course, characters do get lost in conditions of fading and interference, and if this includes the case shift character, you may end up with numbers where the far end is sending letters or vice versa. An experienced operator knows which letters and numbers match, but even an inexperienced operator can quickly learn to recognise the common ones. For example, 599 becomes 001 if transformed to letters case. So quite often you can unscramble the information which has been sent without having to ask for a repeat.

With slick operating, a good DXpedition operator can make RTTY contacts at up to 100 an hour, particularly if he is listening 'split', with the callers not all piling on top of one another on a single frequency. Do your bit to keep things moving by making sure your own operating is equally slick. By the way, don't worry if your typing isn't that fast. Most RTTY programs, such as that by GA/BMK, or the popular RTTY contest program by W1FB, allow you to pre-program things like contest exchanges or other commonly-sent information, so that you hardly need to do any typing at all.

Before ending this mini-tutorial, I also want to emphasise that you don't have to have an especially loud signal to be successful on RTTY, although it certainly helps! One friend of mine who is a great RTTY enthusiast operates from a flat in London, with a multiband vertical on the roof, running just 50 watts (because RTTY is a high duty-cycle mode, you should never run your transceiver at more than 50% of its rated output). Nevertheless, my friend has enjoyed considerable success in RTTY contests, and has amassed a very respectable RTTY country score. Have fun!

**DXCC turnaround**

The ARRL certainly seems to be on top of the processing of DXCC award applications and updates after the problem of recent years. I sent my annual update a few weeks back, and it was dealt with the day after it arrived at Newton. The total turnaround time was about two weeks, most of which must have been time spent in the post.

The new DXCC Yearbook came out during March. This contains lots of interesting background on DX in 1995, including a 'Most Wanted Countries' list based on actual QSL submissions, and also has the Honor Roll and other listings for participants in each of the DXCC awards. The Yearbook is sent automatically to ARRL members, but is available for $5 to anyone who is interested.

By the way, the Yearbook names the Conway Reef (3D2CU / 3D2CT) expedition as its DXpedition of the Year, although I imagine European DXers might not agree, as that was a tough one to work from Europe.

By the time you read this article we will be well into summer band conditions, with lots of static on the low bands, compensated for by sporadic openings to Europe on 10 metres. But don't write off the low bands completely. This is winter-time in the southern hemisphere, and therefore a good time to be looking for southern African and South American stations on 160 and 80 metres, especially on those nights when static levels are low. As an example, my first contact with CP8HD (Bolivia) on 160 metres was in July of 1984, albeit at the rather unsociable hour of 0200 GMT!

I also recall having worked Brazilian stations during the RSGB Summer 1.8MHz contest in June.

Finally, a reminder that if you take the radio away for your summer holiday and manage to do some HF operating, then do please drop me a line, with photos as well if possible.

*(Please send your HF-related stories, views and photos to: Don Field G3XTT, 105 Shiplake Bottom, Peppard Common, Henley on Thames, Oxon RG9 5HJ - Ed.)*
Oscar 13: The re-orientation to attitude ALON/ALAT 180/0 is complete, and the new transponder schedule is in place. Please note that the higher powered engineering beacon 145.985MHz is ON for two periods: MA 0-25 and MA 90-100. This beacon is about 6dB stronger than the general beacon (which is OFF), so facilitating telemetry collection at perilge when the omnidirectional aerials are in use. The Engineering Beacon is PSK only; it does not transmit CW or RTTY.

Oscar 13 re-entry

Re-entry is expected around Dec 5th-19th 1996, so that by mid November the spacecraft may well have expired due to overheating, or be non-manoeuvrable due to buffeting at perilge (under 100 km). This will be an interesting time, and the command team welcomes suggestions which we could implement to make use of this unique opportunity to observe an amateur spacecraft at re-entry. None has been received thus far. As more NORAD Keplerian elements arrive, tuning of the drag factor improves. The following files on the AMSAT database have been updated:


‘DECAYKEP.ZIP’ is a file of some 200 predicted Keplerian element sets from now up to re-entry and ‘MMPLOT.ZIP’ shows a plot of mean motion from NORAD elements vs predicted mean motion from 1995 Oct 05 - 1996 Mar 30. Both files are accompanied by full explanations. (Ed’s note - remember that, as a service for the benefit of readers without Internet access, I’ve arranged for the latest versions of these plus many other AO13 files to also be available on disk from the HRT Software Service until the satellite’s re-entry - just ask for the ‘Oscar 13 disk’).

A Raduga comsat was launched from Baykonur on Feb 19. The launch vehicle entered a 185 km circular orbit inclined at 51.6 deg. The Raduga and the Blok-DM2 upper stage separated and the Blok-DM2 ignited for its first burn, placing the spacecraft in a 241 x 36502 km x 48.6 deg transfer orbit. The Blok-DM2 should have restarted six hours later at apogee to circularize the orbit at geostationary altitude, but this did not occur, and the payload separated in transfer orbit. This is the first failure of a Blok-DM2 stage since Feb 1988, when three Glonass/Uragan satellites were stranded in low orbit. The decay of this spacecraft may be of interest to people who are trying to figure out what will happen to AO-13; the object number is 1996-010D and catalogue number is 23797.

Continuous up-to-date information about AO-13 operations is always available on the beacons, 145.912 MHz and 2400.646 MHz in CW, RTTY and 400 bps PSK.

Satellite SSTV

Slow scanners are invited to join the SSTV sessions on Oscar 13. The frequency is 145.955MHz. The net meets at 45 minutes before Mode S, and on Mode B following Mode S on Saturdays and Sundays. This is not a formal net. Join the group at anytime, but do ask for your turn in the queue. Join these sessions or contact wb611o@amsat.org for other skeds and he will coordinate your efforts.

Oscar 10

It's currently available in mode-B when in view but please do not attempt to use it if you hear the beacon or the transponder signals FMing.

WO-18

Here's news on WO-18's digipeater; Weber State do intend to keep the digipeater ON indefinitely. No plans to turn it OFF. (145.900MHz uplink)

Phase 3D

The German company Dornier has delivered the solar panels, batteries and the TWT, which were ordered and paid by AMSAT-DL. The six solar panels cost about 200,000 DM and will generate 600W of electrical power. The TWT-Amplifier will generate 60W on 10 GHz for the X-Band transmitter; together with the flight battery, it costs 70,000 DM. This price paid is significantly lower than standard prices and the remaining amount is a donation by Dornier. The flight hardware will soon be shipped to the AMSAT P3D integration lab in Orlando, Florida.

AMSAT France formed

Members of several clubs interested in space telecommunications have
decided to create AMSAT France in order to promote activity in the field of the amateur satellite service in France. They have supplied two models of the L band aerial reflector for Phase 3D which are composed of a 500 mm disk with a straight 78 mm border all in one piece without soldering and manufactured using a special process. The addition of France brings to fourteen the number of countries participating in the Phase 3D Project.

Fuji-Oscar 20

John G7H1A says that recently FO-20 has been very good with plenty of Stateside stations, including WL7CMC in Alaska. Uwe DDILT is also very active and looking particularly for contacts with GJ, GD and GU.

Celestial BBS

After over 10 years of near continuous operation, the Celestial BBS operated by Dr Tom Kelso has been shut down. Tom will be moving again and since there has been very little activity lately on the system, there is little point in establishing a new line for the BBS at the new residence. Of course, the orbital elements will continue to be provided via the Internet and Dr. Kelso will establish a WWW site to distribute the software at this location before the move. The URL for the new WWW site is: http://www.mindspring.com/~tkelso/ or http://www.grave.net/~tkelso. This site will now be the only source for data and software. Of course the current Internet site (archive.afit.af.mil) will continue to carry all the Keplerial data. Enquiries regarding these systems should be sent to Dr Kelso at tkelso@mont.mindspring.com or tkelso@afit.af.mil.

New satellite awards

AMSAT-PA has released two satellite awards. These are; Worked Alle Modes (WAMSAT) and Worked Different Satellites (DIFSAT). WAMSAT can be earned by users who can prove successful contacts via any satellite in a minimum of two band-modes (mode-A, mode-B etc). The DIFSAT award is to stimulate working on all available amateur satellites. For this you must prove to have a minimum of 2 times 5 complete QSO's via two different satellites, proved by sending ten QSL cards (or copies) with the application. You can count QSO's beginning from RS3 and OSCAR 4. Send applications to: AMSAT-PA Award Manager, P.O. Box 200, 1780 Ac Den Helder, Netherlands.

W3XO honoured

Bill Tynan, W3XO, President of AMSAT-NA, has been named HamVention 1996 Amateur of the Year by the Dayton Amateur Radio Association.

AMSAT-UK News

The 11th AMSAT-UK Colloquium will be held at Surrey University, Guildford, Surrey, U.K., from Thursday 25th to Sunday 28th July 1996. The Thursday will be devoted to international/ARIU matters and other subjects will be structured across the following three days. There will also be the usual social events including: Command Station visits, the Annual Dinner and Auction, AMSAT-UK AGM, and other light-hearted fun. Up-to-date information about the Colloquium can be accessed via Internet at the University of Surrey web site; the URL is: http://www.ee.surrey.ac.uk/ECSER/UOSAT/new/amateur Colloquium.html, also, the AMSAT-UK web page at: http://www.mcc.ac.uk/AMSAT/colloquium96.html has all these details, as well as a set of images taken at the colloquium in 1995 by GOKIZ [thanks John G1YYH]. Please send all other enquiries about Colloquium'96 to the AMSAT-UK office.

Also in the AMSAT-UK Office, the reprint is in of G3ZUM's book 'Introduction to Digital Satellites'. A new supply of 3D patches is also now in stock.

P3D fund: the Spanish have sent us £2000 and NZARTS sent £1000 recently. The personal engraved plaques (for donations over £150) should have started going out, but there's over 80 of these so the engraver may take some time.

For further information about AMSAT-UK contact: AMSAT-UK, c/o Ron Broadbent MBE, G3AAJ, 94 Herongate Rd., London, E12 5EQ. A large SAE gets you membership info. SWL's are welcome. All new joiners get the USAT-P tracking program on 5¼in disk. G3RWL can be reached via Internet as g3rwL@amsat.org.

Latest Keplers

AMSAT-UK Keplers are put out on packet fortnightly, sent to KEPLER @ GBR. The latest satellite Keplers as supplied by AMSAT-UK are also available by automatic fax retrieval from the 24hr Ham Radio Today fax-back line, 01703 263429 (use with a personal DTMF, i.e. 'touch-tone', phone/fax keypad - follow the voice menu), request fax document 22 from the satellite menu for this month's. You can also get a copy in the post by sending an SAE together with the corner flash from this page to the Ham Radio Today Editor, marking your envelope 'Keplers' and stating whether you want all amateur satellites (one A4 page) or all satellites (10-15 A4 pages - you'll need an A5 or A4 sized SAE with postage for 100g for this).
Aylesbury Vale RS meet on Wednesday evenings in the Village Hall in Hardwick, located off the A413 between Aylesbury and Buckingham. Club diary;
Jun 5th - Images from space, G40AV
For further details and meeting times, contact Ivan Eames G5KLT, Tel. 01296 437720

Braintree and District ARS meet on the first and third Monday of the month (except bank holidays), 8.00pm, at the Braintree Hockey Club, Church Street, Bocking. Club net on the 2nd and 4th Mondays at 20.00 GMT. 145.375MHz. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 3rd - Operating evening
Jun 17th - Talk: Production of the BARSCOM newsletter through the year. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 25th - Mobile aerials
For further details contact Button GWGQ, Tel. 01178 460047

Bromley and District ARC meet on the third Tuesday of each month, 8.00pm at The Studio, Penrhos Road, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - Talk by G3XFD
Jun 13th - Operating from Gozo 9H3, John G4PQD
Jul 3rd - “Power Generation part 2”, by G6SDO
For further details contact Robin G3MYR, Tel. 01209 820118

Bristol (South) ARC meet every Wednesday at the Whitchurch Folk House, Association, Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Road, Whitchurch, Bristol. Club diary of events/talks;
Jun 5th - 80m activity evening
Jun 12th - Aircraft video night
Jun 19th - VHF/NF operators preparation
Jun 22nd - VHF/NF operating weekend
Jun 30th - Longley rally
Jun 7th - Mobile activity evening
Jul 10th - Sales of plants (if ready for sale)
For more information and meeting times, Tel. 01275 834282 24hr. Answerphone.

City of Bristol Group meet on the last Tuesday in the month, 7.00pm for 7.30pm, at New Friends Hall, Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol BS16 1BG. Club diary of events/talks;
Jun 25th - Mobile aerials
Jul 30th - Half yearly meeting
Further details can be obtained from Dave Bailey G4KNT, Tel. 01177 967124

Cheltenham AR Association, meet on the first Friday of the month at the Presbury Library, The Burghage, Presbury, Cheltenham, at 7.30 for 8.00pm. Planned club talks/events;
Jul 5th - Operating from Gaia 9H3, John G4PQD
Jul 10th - Talk: Operating from the NAFIC (USA) VHF Group - video
For further details contact the club secretary, Mrs P.M. Thom G1NKS, Southern House, 9 Southern Rd, Cheltenham, Glos GL53 9AW, Tel. 01242 241099

Conwy Valley ARC meet on the first Wednesday each month, in The Studio, Penrhos Road, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - Talk by GW6PMC
Jun 13th - Club rally and computer fair
For further details contact Robin G3MYR, Tel. 01209 820118

Cornish RAC meet on the first Thursday each month, 7.30pm, at Pemanswell Village Hall, Nr. Truro. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - Talk by G3VCM
Jul 4th - A Trading Standards Officer
Jul 11th - Club rally and computer fair
For further details contact Robin G3MYR, Tel. 01209 820118

Cray Valley RS meet on the first and third Thursday of each month, 8.00pm at the Admiral Seymour Road, Etham SE5, club net 3.720MHz 8.00pm every Monday. Planned club diary;
Jun 4th - Power Generation part 2, by G6SDO
Jun 20th - Annual DF hunt
Jul 4th - Visit to Littlebrook Power Station
Jul 18th - Impromtu Lecture and Discussion evening
For further details contact Tony G4WIR, Tel. 0171 739 5057 office hours only.

Dragon ARC meet on the first and third Mondays of each month at the Four Crosses Hotel. Petworth Road, Menai Bridge, at 7.30pm for 8.00pm. Visitors and new members are welcome. The club run several special event stations throughout the year. Club diary of events/talks;
Jun 3rd - “Wales talk”, by G0VHCL
Jun 17th - A4U, by GW3HCL
Jul 1st - Vice Chairman, John GW3VCM
Jul 15th - Kenya, by Dr. Jean Jones GW4FQJ
For further details from the Secretary Tony G5QQ, Tel. 01248 600963

Dunfermline RS meet every Thursday evening. 7.30pm, at Outh Muir, 5 miles north of Dunfermline on the A823 near Knockhill Race Circuit, and have regular radio operating evenings and “natter” nights. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 16th - 2m QRP contest and barbecue, bring the family and some food and drink!
Jul 18th - The Radiocommunications Agency, by Alan Fletcher, Operations Manager Scotland

Dunstable Downs RC meet every Friday (except Bank Holidays), 8.00pm at Chews House, High Street South (AS), Dunstable, Bedfordshire. Visitors and new members very welcome, just drop in. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 7th - Quiz, book night
Jun 14th - Informal meeting
Jun 21st - DUDC Grand Prix - Scalextric racing
Jun 28th - Informal meeting
For further details contact Paul GW7TJS, Tel. 01582 861936

Durham and County RS meet on the first Wednesday of each month, at the City Arms, 23 St James Street, Newcastle Upon Tyne. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - Talk by G47PDH
Jul 4th - Talk by John GW7LDS
Aug 20th - Junk sale
For further details can be obtained from Mr. D. Moss G6ODL, 155 Millfield Grove, Sunderland.

East Grinstead RS meet every Tuesday at 7.30pm, at Perranwell Village Hall, Nr. Truro. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - Talk by G3XFD
Jul 4th - A Trading Standards Officer
Jul 18th - Talk by John GW7LDS
Aug 20th - Junk sale
For further details contact the Club Secretary, Mrs P.M. Thom G1NKS, Southern House, 9 Southern Rd, Cheltenham, Glos GL53 9AW, Tel. 01242 241099

Hastings Electronics and RC meet every third Wednesday of each month for their main meeting, at West Hill Community Centre, Croft Road, Hastings, and every Friday for a social evening, at the Sea Anglers Club, 16 Grand Parade, St. Leonards. The club is a registered City and Guilds examination centre, and also runs NAE and Morse courses. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 19th - The Development of the Pan-European Optical Super Highway, by Prof. O'Mahoney of Essex University
Jul 17th - Summer auction of equipment
Aug 21st - Bring your thingy competition
For further details contact Reg Kemp G3YF, Tel. 01424 830454

Hoddesdon Radio Club meet alternate Thursdays at the Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon. Club diary of talks/events;
Jun 6th - Visit by Chris Taylor of “Martin Lynch”
Jun 20th - Barbecue at Tolmers Scout site, Cuffley, Herts
For more information contact Reg Kemp G3YF, Tel. 01424 830454

Horndean and District ARC meet on the first and fourth Tuesday of each month, 7.30pm, at Lovelace Village Hall, Lovelace Lane, Lovelace, Hants. The first Tuesday is usually a ‘Natter Night’. Visitors welcome. Club nets are on Sundays 1553Hz 09.00hrs CW, 09.30hrs SSB, and
Horsham ARC meet on the first Thursday each month, 8.00pm, at The Guide Hall, Demne Road, Horsham, W. Sussex. All welcome. Planned club talks/events;
Jun 6th - 160 and 80m arrays, by Louis Varney G5RV
For further details contact Mike M. J. Dixon G7EYL, 6 Lambis Farm Road, Horsham, W. Sussex RH12 4DJ, Tel. 0181 686 5701 (daytime), or 01403 27552

Further details can be obtained from Stuart Swain, Tel. 01705 427846

Isle of Man ARS meet on Mondays, 8.30pm, at The Royal Naval Association, Regent Street, Douglas. The 1st Monday of the month is supplemented with a 30-60 mins talk of general interest to members, held at the TGNW building in Fort Street, Douglas. On Thursdays they have an informal get together, 9.00pm, in The Main, Douglas Street, Peel. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 10th - QSLing, QSL cards, the QSL bureau and DXCC, by G8JAHV
For further information contact Club Secretary Chris Wood GD6TVVF, 2 Lyndale Ave, Peel, IM5 1JY, Tel. 842786

Kitchener Valley ARC meet on the second and fourth Fridays each month, at the Scout Hut, Brookfield Lane, Chandler's Ford, Hants just up the road from SMC, 7.30pm for 8.00pm. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 14th - Follow the trail from Netley Marsh Community Hall, Woodlands Road
Jun 28th - Save the Dactel - Radio & Electronics in fishery management, by Mr Mike Ladle
Further details from Sheila GOVN, Tel. 01703 813827

Kegworth ARS meet at the Cricket Club, Ingrow, near Kegworth, every Thursday at 8.00pm. Many club meetings are 'Natter nights' and 'nights on the air', other events/talks include;
Jun 13th - Weather fax and data, by G4ZVD
Jun 27th - Treasure hunt
Jul 4th - One hand in your pocket, by three G3s
Jul 18th - Visit to W.Y. Police Air Support Unit
Further details from Kathy Conlon GIIGH on 01274 863310

Lewes District ARC meet on Thursdays, 7.30pm, at St Mary’s Church, Lewes. All welcome. Planned club diary of events/talks;
Jun 19th - 2m DF competition, hoaming beacon in local pub!
Jul 26th - Club camp weekend
Further details please contact Derek Clarkson G4JLP, Tel. 01403 231289

Meathop ARC meet on the second Monday every month, 7.30pm, at The Catholic Church Hall, Hutton, North Yorkshire. All welcome. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 10th - Club on the air
Jun 18th - 7.00pm, at Hope Cottage, Lakeside, Sileby, Leicestershire. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 4th - Maps, just what do they show, by G7HZZ
Jun 11th - 2m DF hunt - Lost? You soon will be!
Jun 18th - 20 & 40m on the air
Jun 25th - Golf match at Sheering Golf Club
Jul 9th - 2m DF competition, hoaming beacon in local pub!
Jul 16th - Uboat operations & portable station at Charnwood Wood
For further details contact Alan G0PHT, Tel. 01509 231289

Newbury and District ARC meet on the fourth Wednesday each month at the Bucklebury Memorial Hall, Bucklebury near Thatcham, at 7.15pm. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 16th - Club radio boot sale, Actand Hall & Rec. Field, Cold Ash, Newbury, Berks
Jun 26th - RAFNET
Jul 24th - Visit by G3NNG
For further details contact the club secretary, Tel. 01635 863310

South Normanton and District ARC meet at the Community Centre, New Street, South Normanton, every Monday (except Bank Holidays) at 7.30pm. Visitors very welcome. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 3rd - Night on the air 'High Ordish'
Jun 10th - Video night
Jun 17th - RGUI liaison talk, Ken Frankom
For further details please contact Russell Bradley G0OKD, Tel. 01773 863992

Plymouth Radio Club meet Tuesdays, 7.30pm, at the Royal Fleet Club, Devonport, Plymouth. All newcomers welcome. Planned club diary;
Jun 4th - Talk on GB3VID, by Arnold G4RIM
Jun 30th - Club trip to Longleat Festival
Jul 2nd - Packet in Plymouth, by Pete G7DQC
Jul 6th - VHF NFD
For further details contact the Public Relations Officer, F. P. Russell, Tel. 01752 563222

Preston ARC meets every Thursday evening, 7.00pm, at the Londale Sports and Social Club, Fulwood Hall Lane, Fulwood, Preston, Lancs. The club run novice and Morse courses on Thursday evenings every week. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - RSGB video, an evening's viewing
Jun 20th - General discussion evening, G3KUE on air
July 4th - 'Maplin Kit' construction competition
July 18th - General discussion evening, G3KUE on air
Aug 1st - Fox Hunt seek and find competition
Further details from Eric Eastwood, Tel. 01772 686708

Salop Amateur Radio Society meet at their new venue which is The Telesports Club, Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury every Thursday. They run regular RAE tuition and workshop evenings. Planned club diary of events/talks;
Jun 6th - DX TV, by G4FBZ
Jun 13th - Open evening, on air night and practical construction demo
Jun 20th - Fox hunt, 7.00 at the Oak
Jun 27th - National Field Day preparations
Jul 4th - NFD, the final check
For further details contact Ian G7SBD, 56 Roselyn, Harlescott, Shrewsbury SY1 4LP

Sheffield and District ARS meet every Thursday, 7.45pm, at the Church Hall, Amphill Road, Sheffield, Beds. They plan to run a Novice course on alternate weeks starting in September and have regular activity nights. All newcomers are welcome. Planned club events/talks;
Jun 6th - Members' activity night
Jun 13th - VHF field day planning and final equipment count
Jun 19th - Gilding evening at Cambridge University gliding club
Jun 20th - Member's activity night
Jun 27th - Pedestrian DF hunt
Jun 4th - Last meeting before summer break, planning for NFD, barbecue and DF hunt
Jul 6/7th - VHF/USB NFD contest
Further details contact Derek Clarkson G4JLP, Tel. 01462 851722

Silverthorn RC meet every Friday, 7.30pm, at the Adult Education and Community Centre, Friday Hill House, Simpkin Lane, Chingford, London E4 6JH. A warm welcome is given to everyone. They offer Morse tuition and tests, and have a fully equipped shack with packet radio facilities for members to use, plus regular "on air" and social evenings. Planned club diary of events/talks;
Jun 7th - Quiz night
Jun 21st - Quiz night
Further details from Richard G5KDH, 34 London Rd, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 4EA
South Somerset ARC meet on the second and fourth Thursdays of each month at the Winchcombe Hill Cricket Club Pavilion, Firs Lane, Winchcombe Hill, London N21. Meetings are held on each 2nd and 4th Thursdays of the month, between 19.30 and 22.00. The club also runs Novice licence courses and has regular ‘on air nights’. Planned club diary of events/talks;

Jun 27th - Radio on the air
Aug 8th - Barbecue in the Spinney, bring your own food

For further details contact M. E. Viney GOANN, 20 Auckland Road, Potten Bar EN6 3ES, Tel. 01707 850146.

Stratford and District ARC meet on the first and third Mondays each month (except bank holidays), at the Robin Woods Centre, Scots Road, Stratford. The first Monday is usually an ‘on air and natter night’. Planned club events/talks;

Jun 17th - Personal experiences of radar, Arthur Parkes
Jun 22/23 - Special event station GB2MS
Jul 16th - Making your own, by John Badger G4YIZ
Further details from Gordon Bryant G0TZX, Tel. 01384 395206

Swindon and District ARC meet every Thursday evening, 7.00pm, at the Eastcott Community Centre, Savemake Street, Old Town, Swindon. The club hold regular ‘natter and operating’ evenings. Visitors and new members always welcome. We’re told that those considering preparing for the RAE and Morse tests, will always find experienced operators and skilled technicians to provide support and advice. Planned club events/talks;

Jul 6th - VSWR and ATUs, Peter G3RPZ
Jul 20th - Cellular radio technology, Dave G4AZ
Jul 27th - AGM
Jul 4th - Low cost aerials, Dave G8ELH
Jul 16th - Alternative energy sources

For further details contact Ian G3YBY, Tel. 01793 770838, or Den G4PYD, Tel. 01793 822705

Three Counties ARC have moved to a new meeting place in Liphook, at the Bramshot Institute and Parish Club, which is in the middle of the village at the top of Headley Rd, Liphook. This active club meets on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays of each month, 8.00pm onwards. All welcome, no member please contact an official in advance so you may be ‘signed in’ as a guest visitor. Planned club events/talks;

Jul 13th - Preparation for radio contests
Jul 27th - Fox hunts using radios (not animals!)
Jul 11th - Fax for radio communication (JVfax demo)
Jul 25th - Field Day preparation of equipment

For further details contact Tom Milne G4CMG, Tel. 01442 606298

Torbay ARC meet every Friday at the ECC Social Club, Highweek, Newton Abbot at 7.30pm. They have informal meetings most Fridays with a talk/event once a month, details as follows;

Jul 6th - VHF NFD
Aug 23rd - Barbecue
Further details from Peter G4/YO, Tel. 01803 664528 (day works No.)

Trowbridge and District ARC meet at Southwick Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge, Wiltshire for a main meeting every first Wednesday of the month, and a natter night every third Wednesday (except October). The club plan to run an RAE course starting in September (for details contact Chris G0HPX Tel. 01225 760479 evenings). Visitors welcome, fee 50p. Planned club events/talks;

Jul 6th - 2m contest finding event
Jul 3rd - Summer social/inter-club skittles
For further information contact Ian G0GRL, Tel. 01225 664698 evenings and weekends.

North Wakefield RC meet every Thursday, 8.00pm, at East Anderby Cricket Club, East Anderby. Wakefield. Novice classes are every Thursday, 7.00pm in the club shack. Planned club events/talks;

Jul 13th - QRP construction, Rev. George Dobbs
Jul 27th - Barbecue with archery demo and military commms. vehicle display
Jul 4th - Members visit to American base at Menwith Hill for 4th. July celebrations
Jul 23rd - Members visit West Yorkshire Police helicopter at Carr Gate, Wakefield
Jul 25th - Barbecue with a band
For further details contact Ian 2E1EOV, Tel. 01274 783583, or @ GB7KLY

Wakefield and District RS meet every Tuesday, 8.00pm, in the first floor rooms, Ossett Community Centre, Prospect Road, Ossett, West Yorks. We’re told the club has a well equipped station and run both Morse and Novice classes. The club net is on 2m FM on Mondays. Club diary;

Jun 4th - 2m DF tuition, G4BLT
Jun 11th - On the air
Jun 18th - 2m fox hunt, G0BQB
Jul 25th - Trax traps without a G0O, G0BQB
Jul 2nd - Carrier waves, G0JSJ

For further details contact Bob Firth G3WVF, 6 Eastfield Drive, Woodlesford, Leeds LS26 8SQ, Tel. 0113 282 5519, or via packet G3WVF @ GB7WPG

Mid-Warwickshire ARS meet on the second and fourth Tuesdays each month, 8.00pm, at 61 Emcot Road, Warwick. Planned club events/talks;

Jul 11th - Fox hunt
Jul 25th - WAB

For further details contact G0HBR, Tel. 01926 424465

Weston-super-Mare RS, normally meet on the first and third Mondays each month, at the Woodspring Inn, High Street, Worle, Weston super Mare (mains from jun 21 MS). The third Mondays are usually workshop evenings. Planned events/talks;

Jun 3rd - Aircraft EMC problems
Jul 1st - Annual DF hunt and buffet - find G4ZUX
Aug 5th - Video presentation - the secret war

For further details contact Graham Pinder G0VAR, Tel. 01934 415700

Wincanton ARC meet on the first and third Mondays (except bank holidays - then second and fourth) in the Community Lounge, King Arthur’s Community School, Wincanton, Somerset BA9 9BZ at 7.30pm. Planned club events/talks;

Jun 17th - Natter night with RSGB video
Jul 1st - Club talk
Jul 15th - Mobile 2m DF hunt, start 7.00pm
Aug 18th - Treasure hunt

For further details contact Tim Stellar G6RCT, Tel. 01963 31788

Winchester ARC meet on the third Friday of the month, 7.30pm, at the British Red Cross Centre, Dummergate House, Winchester (adjacent to North Walls Police Station). Club diary;

Jun 21st - Talk by Mike Homer G6QO
Aug 16th - Discussion evening

For further details contact Peter Simpkins G3MCL, Tel. 01962 865614

Wirral and District ARC meet at 8.00pm, at the lby Cricket Club, Mill Hill Road, lby, Wirral, every second and fourth Wednesday each month, and have regular DBW
National and International

British Amateur Radio Teledata Group (BARTG) have a quarterly magazine, and hold a rally and contests each year. Their membership office is Peter Adams, GE6LZ, Tel. 01923 220774, for other information the Group's Secretary is Ian Brothwell G4EAN, 56 Amot Hill Road, Arnold, Nottingham NG5 6UQ, Tel. 0115 926 2360, or via packet G4EAN @ GB7BAD.

British Amateur Television Club, are particularly active with Amateur Television (ATV) - the transmission and reception of vision. They produce a quarterly magazine entitled 'CQ-TV' and have regular get-togethers at their rally stands, and hold their own rally each year. For details of BARTC membership write to: Dave Lawton, 'Greenhurst', Pinewood Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4DD.

G-QRP Club publish a quarterly journal devoted to low power communication, and hold regular get-togethers at their rally stands throughout the country. For membership details, contact their Secretary, Rev. G. Dobbs, St. Aidan's Vicarage, 498 Manchester Road, Rochdale. Lancs. OL11 6QH, Tel. 01706 31812.

International Short Wave League who as well as running an International QSL bureau for amateurs and SWLs, have a monthly magazine and regular get-togethers at their rally stands plus several on-air nets on HF and VHF. For more details send an A4 sized SAE to: SWL HQ, 3 Bramyord Drive, Chellaston, Derby DE3 1PF.

The Irish Radio Transmitters Society publish regular newsletters giving details of local activities, and the yearly IRTS Calendar, they also have a video library. Their contact man is Dave Moore E14BZ, 12 Castle Ave, Carrigtwohill, Co. Cork. Tel. (Eire) 021 883555, and the IRTS are on Internet; management@irrts.ie.

Radio Amateurs' Emergency Network (RAYNET) can be contacted at Hunters Moon, Newton Hill Farm, Bredgar, N. Yorks DL8 1SR. 24hr national emergency contact line; 0141 621 2121. The RAYNET Training Team produce a quarterly newsletter for people interested in the National Training Scheme, and can be contacted at P.O. Box 2, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4JL.

The Radio Amateur Invalid and Blind Club are a registered charity who raise money for radio/computer equipment, and audio cassette courses for home study, for blind, deaf and disabled amateurs. Information from Vice Chairman Margaret Hey, Tel. 01953 454920. The club attend rallies throughout the year, and collect surplus equipment for resale. If you have equipment to donate, contact Ian 2E1EGV, Tel. 01274 735583. The Northern Ireland Club collect unwanted tokens or vouchers (e.g. petrol etc), these can be sent free of charge to; The Charity Appeal Officer, RAIBC NL, Freeport BE 1789, Belfast BT5 3BR.

Radiocommunications Agency are the licensing authority for all UK radio amateurs. They have a large number of free publications, including the booklet 'How to Become a Radio Amateur', and their 'Novice Licence Information Sheet', and can offer advice on general aspects of licensing. Postal address only they're currently in alternative temporary offices: New Kings Beam House, 22 Upper Ground, London SE1 9SA; South Quay Three, 189 Marsh Wall, London E14 9SX. Direct Amateur Radio Line; Tel. 0171 211 0160. General enquiries; Tel. 0171 211 0211, answering service; Tel. 0171 211 0991.

Radio Society of Great Britain are based at Lambeth House, Cranbrook Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE, Tel. 01707 659015. They have a unique blend of full-time staff at Potters Bar, coupled with many volunteer officials around the country, and can help their members with many aspects of amateur radio.

Subscription Services Ltd. handle the issuing of amateur licenses in the UK, on behalf of the Radiocommunications Agency. They can help regarding enquiries concerning individual licences (rather than general licensing matters which the RA handle, see above). Contact details; The Radio Licensing Centre, P.O. Box 884, Bristol BS99 5LP, Tel. (Manned 8.30am - 10.00pm, Mon-Sat inclusive) 0117 925 8333.

To include your club, or rally, in this feature, make sure you send us your events details early. We only list active clubs, i.e. those who send us their diary of planned talks/events, (due to space restrictions we can only include clubs who send us details of events and talks, not natty nights for every meeting) so if they're not listed here they're obviously not very dynamic is your club listed? If not then give your Secretary a boost! If your club also has a regular "net", let us know, we'll let your prospective members know. Dates to be included in the issue published on the 24hr Ham Radio Today Voicebank line, Tel. 01703 263429.

Rallies

If you're travelling a long distance to attend rallies, we recommend you contact the organisers of the events first, before travelling, to check if there has been any changes since this magazine went to press. If the magazine is informed of any changes, the information will be available on the 24hr Ham Radio Today Voicebank line, Tel. 01703 263429.

June 15th

Royal Navy Amateur Radio Society Rally held in conjunction with the HMS Collingwood Field Gun Day, at HMS Collingwood, Newgate Lane, Fareham, Hampshire. June 11 m22, directions signposted, talk-in S22 and SL22. 12.00 noon - 17.45, admission adults £2.00, children up to 14 £1.00, family two adults and three children £5.00. As well as the amateur rally there will be the plenty of adult and children's entertainments. Collingwood Naval Communications Museum open to visitors. Hot and cold refreshments. Further information from Philip Manning G/U/LJ, Tel. 01443 870486 (answeringphone) or mobile PCN 0179 290387, or email 100141.2651@compuserve.com.

June 16th

Newbury and District 9th Annual Car Boot Sale, at the Recreation Ground, Cold Ash, Newbury, Berkshire, just under two miles from the A4/A34 junction and signposted. Admission and parking free for boaters, generous plot for £1.00 to those selling. Access for setup up from 8.00am. Refreshments, toilets, disabled parking and children's playground on site. Talk-in by GB4ANS on 2m S22, NQR 510070 sheet 174. Further information from George Tel. 01488 628214.

June 28-30th

Ham Radio '96 Friedrichshafen, Germany Europe's largest gathering of over 20,000 ham radio enthusiasts, by the shores of the Bodensee (lake Constance) at the Messe Friedrichshafen. Wide and varied selection of interests, immense trade presence with 280 exhibitors from 40 countries, large flea market, on-site camping and caravan facilities. For further details/rally details Tel. +49 7541 7080. Accommodation/contact information, Tel. +49 7541 21729.

June 30th

Longport Amateur Radio and Electronics Rally, Longport Park, near Warrington. WMs. Six large marquees are planned to house a total of over 200 different traders. A major feature of the rally will be the buying and sale area. For those not interested in computers or electronics, one marquee is devoted to a major craft fair exhibition and another to refreshments. There is also the Safari Park, House and beautiful lake and grounds to see. Further information from Gordon GOKQL, Tel/Fax 01772 890 250.

July 14th

Sussex Amateur Radio and Computer Fair, is to be held at Brighton Race Course from 10.00am to 4.00pm. Admission £1.50, free parking and a picnic area with views over the Sussex Downs. The rally organisers claim it to be one of the largest in the south of England, with over 100 trade stands and a dedicated room for bring & buy, with over 40 plots of display area. Refreshments and bars available. For further details Tel. 01273 501100.
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HELPLINES

Independent video producer seeks help / guidance relating to scanners, for low budget documentary. Would ideally like to find groups or individuals in West Midlands region. Chris Oakley (Wolverhampton), Tel. 01902 680315

FOR SALE

Yaesu FT-1 general coverage, solid state transceiver, memory board, extra filters, all mode, 150kHz to 20MHz continuous, with Yaesu MH-1 mic with up/down buttons, owners and service manuals. Excellent condition. £375 carrry extra. K. Michaelson (London), Tel: 0181 455 8831 anytime.

Lowe HF-150 receiver, VGC, operators manual, PSU, remote keypad, two baluns, G5RV half wave, sixty metres coax, £350 onvo. Ray Lewis (Herts), Tel. 01923 404341 anytime. Edyddstone 730-4 receiver with matching ATU and speaker, VGC, cash offers. 13.8V 30A PSU, as new, £65. Thirty old radio books 1933 onwards, offers, WHY? Wanted - amateur bands receiver Trio JR310, consider WHY? Bill (Hereford), Tel. 01432 279641 after 6pm. Yupiteru MVT7000 multi band receiver with leather case, mains adaptor and charger, £220. A. Cooper (Merseyside), Tel. 0151 677 1719 evenings.

ADI 2m mobile transceiver model AR146, just a few weeks old, CTSS option fitted. Price new £299. Don't be put off by the name, it's a Kenwood with a different badge! Sell for £225, will deliver locally. Vince (SW London), Tel. 0181 788 3151

Kantronics KAM all mode TNC version 5.0, All leads, manuals, and 'Practical Guide To Packet Operation In The UK', £200 plus P&P. Phil (Redhill, Surrey), Tel. 01737 762753

Trio TR-9000 2m multimode, £225. Yaesu FT-811 70cm handheld, £150. Yaesu FT-4700RH dual band mobile, £350. Sony Air-7 scanner, £110. All plus carriage or collect. Brian GB8NL (Near Castleford, Leeds), Tel. 01977 684394


Yaesu FT-77 HF transceiver, FM and CW filter fitted, boxed with manual, £275. J. Travers (Swansea), Tel. 01792 817957

Sony Air-8, PSB, Air, AM receiver, good frequency range, preset memory, complete with full instructions, as new, £100 ono, vast saving on new model. L. Price (Hants), Tel. 01256 469377 anytime.

Kenpro KT4470cm handheld transceiver, VGC with charger, £120. Datong Morse keyboard, can be used as Morse tutor, £50. R. Howes (Dorset), Tel. 01305 777494 after 6.00pm, or Email; 100733,3463@compuserve.com

BNOS 6m transverter, 10m IF, superb performance, suitable for 6m contests, with MuTek attenuator, £210 ono. BNOS 2m linear with preamp, 3W in, 50W out, £80 ono. New 11-elee Tonna, never assembled, £40 ono. Ian (Staffs), Tel. 01782 772058

Sony PRO-80, good condition, £180, or exchange for MXT-225, PRO-43, or something similar. C. Doran (Cumbria), Tel. 01900 605903


Kenwood TS-830S with MC650 mic, £800. Kenwood VFO-120, works with 830S, £40. Drake MN 2000 2kW ATU, built-in PWR meter, SWR. All items must be collected. Bill (Northampton), Tel. 01604 401800

ERA Microradio, boxed with all instructions and demo tape, as new, serial thermal printer wired for connection to microradio, £232 output, both items, £135 ono. S. Gandy (Thesp, N.Yorks), Tel. 01845 333013

Yaesu FT-840, FM option, £600. Vectortronics VC300M ATU, £65. Daiwa 14SA PSU, £40. MM3 advanced Morse keyer, with key £100. Classic wide band dummy load, 100W, £15. All boxed and mint condition. Mark (SW London), Tel. 0181 255 6573

FT-726 and HF module, Sat board fitted, £650 ono. Microwave Modules 70cm 100W linear, 10W in, 100W out, £125. A. Bednall (Derbys), Tel. 01773 719233

Yaesu FT-51R with many extras, £320. Two FNB nicads for 51R, £30 each. Two cases for large nicads, £7 each. All mint condition. P. Hillman (Hants), Tel. 01256 51836 after 6.00pm any evening.

Uniden UBC200XLT, used condition with extras, £100, boxed. Yupiteru 7100, mint condition, all usual extras, £290, boxed. Kenwood TH-78E, good condition, various extras, £340. M. Silvester (Coventry), Tel. 01203 650572 24hr ans. svc.

Yaesu FT-7B HF transceiver, £275. Kenwood AT-230 ATU, £125. BNOS 12A PSU, £50, or £400 for complete station, or exchange for 2m handheld in mint condition with cash adjustment. Bev GW0OSQ (Pontypool), Tel. 01495 757221

Pye Reporter MF6AM high band, good working order, converted to 2m band, complete with mic, speaker and circuit diagram. 2m crystals included for £4, R15. G0UVN (Kent), Tel. 01732 847359

Kenpro 600 RC rotator, heavy duty, very good order, £150. Also 4CX1000A valve, £180. Julian (Tregaron, Dyfed), Tel. 01974 251420

SkyScan car mag mount MKII, 25-1300MHz, 4m RG58 coax, BNC connector, £15. Base stand for pocket scanners, adjustable bracket holder, BNC lead fitted, new from SSE, cost £150.
**Free Ads**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Transceiver, with Scanning Microphone, CAT System, Boxed with Manuals, Mint Condition, £85. Also ERA CRT/RTTY Microreader, £75. Mr. Jenkins (Coventry), Tel. 01234 223180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yupiteru MVT-7100 Scanner Receiver</strong>, 100kHz-1300MHz with No Gaps, Boxed, Mint Condition with Case, Nicads, Charger, Belt Clip, Earpiece, Extra High Grade Revex HX7000 Whip Aerial and the VHF/UHF Scanning Frequency Guide, £200. Alex (Berkas), Tel. 0585 305804 HyGain TH2 Beam, plus G440 Rotator, £150. Buyer Collects. H. James (Reading), Tel. 01734 863535 Evenings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collins TCS WW2 Military Receiver</strong>, 1.5 to 3.0, 3.0 to 6.0 and 6.0 to 12.0MHz, Plus Crystal Ranges, Good Condition, £500 Each. Very Heavy. Buyer Collects. P. Beardmore (St. Albans, Herts), Tel. 01727 839908 2m-10m Transverter, Microwave Modules, 10W Output, Repeater Shift Mod Incorporated. Also Ten NuVistors 7586s with Cases, as New, Offers. G4UCO (Sevenoaks, Kent), Tel. 01474 853585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yaesu FT-902DM</strong>, Yaesu FC-902 and SP-901. Complete HF Set-up. All Boxed and in Good Condition, £950 Each. Stuart GB3QCM (Bridgnorth, Shropshire), Tel. 01745 612626 Daytime, or 01758 617445 Evenings. Drake SPR-4, superb solid state communications receiver, mains powered, twenty four 500kHz bands from 200kHz to 30MHz including all amateur bands, excellent condition with Manual and Box, AM/CW, LSB/USB, Bargain £365. D. Bowden (Bridgewater, Somerset), Tel. 01728 458579 Yaesu FRG-7700 with handbook, VGO, £225 Each. Hi Mound Paddle Morse Key, £40 Each. Butternut Aerial, 80 to 10m, £95 Each. Belcom PSU, A4, E5, D. Rands, 25 Downland Park, GT. Moulton, Norwich, Norfolk NR15 2DR AOR 3030, fitted with Collins and VHF Converter 108-139, complete with green screen monitor and MCL100 easy reader decoder. Could exchange for clean Yaesu, £550 the lot, or haggle over Yaesu. Jaye (Luton), Tel. 01582 482613 after 6.00pm. Alinco DJ-580E 2m/70cm handheld, Ext. Receiver, 110-174, 400-460, Including remote mic, dry battery case, nicad pack, as New, £255 each or two for £410. R. Thomas (W.Nailes), Tel. 01745 730148 Evenings. Yaesu 9405S, CW Filter, Mint Cond, £900 Each. Yaesu ATU, 230V, £100. Yaesu Station Monitor SM 220, 230V, £120. Daiwa audio filter, GVO, £40. Bob WH0HOL (Cardiff), Tel. 01222 843099</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Equipment for new 6m user, especially transverters and linear**, with or without preamps. Selling Yaesu FT-101Z MKII HF transceiver, mint condition, 160/80/40 20/15/10m, SSB/CW, handbook, circ. £275. Buyer collects. Stephen G7VFX (NW London), Tel. 0956 544202 Telequipment D66 oscilloscope, mains transformer wanted. Will pay reasonable price. Also good quality 600MHz frequency counter, or PMR test set. GBXAKA (Hants), Tel. 01734 701163

**Eddystone items; I still need 890, 930, 960, EY11, EM34, EB36, EB36, 962, diecast speakers, cabin feeders and any Mimco to complete collection. Any condition even for spares. L. Pipping (Surrey), Tel. 0374 128170, or 01372 454381 anytime, thank you! RX1155 or 19 set or similar, circuit info, diagrams and/or updates for same. G17UHF, 5 Park Parade, Belfast, N. Ireland BT6 8OG Leather case for a Stormo 500 handheld. Also harness with built-in aerial for police version. Fred Baker, 80 Pelham Road, Wimbledon, London SW19 1NY, Tel. 0181 241 5880 FT-101ZD MKII for housebound MIS sufferer, don't have much money (DLA), could anyone loan me, or let me pay in instalments? This is my only form of communication. Please can anyone help? Robert Earl, 36a The Ridge, Flat I, Hastings, Sussex TN34 2RD (no phone). Navico AMR100/5 for spares, front panel only required due to theft of original, would consider purchase of complete rig. Andy Linton EL2HH (Co. Waterford, Ireland), Tel. 00353 51 384 777 anytime, thanks! Any kind of Sinclair memorabilia except computers, but including slimline radio etc. Enrico Tedeschi, 54 Easthill Drive, Portslade, Brighton BN41 2FD, Tel/fax. 01273 410749 Pump-up mast, 40/50ft, collect M25 area, must be in good condition. Brian Voran (Kent), Tel. 01634 671301

**EXCHANGE**

Supply unit vibratory No.12, 24v input ZA43208, aerial tuning unit No.9 ZA47680, and control direction finder C-1514/A USA. Looking for WS 46, WHY? Andrew Humphries (Warwick), Tel. 01926 400876 Kenwood TH-29E dual band, bought July '95. Part exchange, or exchange for TS-120 or other 10W transceiver, must be good. Bill Gilson (Glous.), Tel. 0141 562 4571
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Ham Radio Today on-Line

the No.1 amateur radio web site
d by webarts production

point your browser to:
http://www.netlink.co.uk/users/hrt/

Site is enhanced for viewing through a JavaScript and Frames-enabled Web browser.

A What are over 3,000 radio hams from around the world doing every single day?

A They're accessing Ham Radio Today on-Line, because they know that Ham Radio Today On-Line is the world's number one amateur radio Web site, and what's more it's the first of its type on the World-Wide Web.

We've re-designed the interface. We've added loads more features, news, rig reviews, ex-PMR conversions, construction projects, buyer's and beginners guides. And there's now a whole host of brand new stuff, including full issues of Ham Radio Today magazine which you can read on-line, a free competition, data on back issues, some exclusive subscription offers available only to Internet readers, and loads more.

And if you've got a sound card, you'll be able to 'listen-in' as well!

Perhaps that's why Ham Radio Today on-Line was nominated for the Yield UK Best Awards.

---

Free Readers Ads Conditions

1. If you require a guaranteed immediate insertion of your ad, please use the pre-paid classified ads section at the rear of this magazine. Free Readers Ads will be inserted as and when space becomes available, on a first-come, first-served basis, subject to these conditions.

2. These advertisements are offered as a free service to readers for the sale, exchange, wants, or help with, amateur radio equipment only. Ads from traders, or apparent traders, will be rejected. Readers should use the Classified Ads section (rear pages of this magazine) for apparatus not fulfilling these conditions, our Advertising Department (Tel. 01442 860531) will be pleased to accept preprint ads.

3. All that is to be reproduced in the advertisement should be entered on the form, printed in the current magazine, please use block capitals. Free ads must be no longer than 40 words, including contact information. One free ad per reader, per issue, maximum. A photocopy of the free ad coupon, accompanied by the original colour sheet from the current issue, is acceptable. We cannot accept old or faxed coupons and requests.

4. All submitted free ads must include a name or callsign and either a contact telephone number (with STD code) and location (e.g. town or county) or a full address, or both, for readers to reply. These details must be included within your advertisement. The term QTHR will not be accepted. Each advertiser must also fill in their name and address in the space provided above; details will not be published, and must sign the form to indicate acceptance of these conditions.

5. Advertisements which are suspected of including illegal equipment and/or any equipment which transmits only outside amateur bands will not be published.

6. We cannot be held responsible for printers' errors, however we will attempt to ensure that legitimate submissions are reproduced correctly. In the event of a gross error, all the request of the advertiser and/or at the Editor's discretion, a corrected version of the advertisement will be printed in the earliest issue in which space is available.

7. Neither the magazine nor the publisher will accept any responsibility for the contents of the advertisements, and by acceptance of these conditions the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the publisher against any legal action arising out of the contents of the advertisement.

8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith, however the publisher cannot be held responsible for any untruths or misrepresentations in the advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.

9. As this is a free service, postal or telephone communication regarding publication of ads cannot be accepted unless an error is involved. Please remember, all ads received fulfilling these conditions will be published as space permits.

10. The magazine reserves the right to either refuse to accept in entirety, or to delete any sections, or the entire text, of any advertisements not fulfilling the above conditions.
Software

PC Scientific and Technical Programs
Low Cost Specialist Library
Good Quality Programs that work.
Descriptive Catalogue available at £2.50. Comes with £2.00 off money voucher to place against your first order.
Phone/Fax for your catalogue from PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL
Tel: 01892 663298 FAX 01892 667473

Wanted

TOP PRICES PAID for all your valves, tubes, semi-conductors and ICs.
Langrex Supplies Ltd.,
1 Mayo Road, Croydon,
Surrey CRO 2GP.
TEL: 0181-884 1166.
FAX: 0181-884 3056.

Courses

Radio Amateur Licence
Start training now with the specialists
For more information Telephone us on 01626 779398
or send for our FREE brochure without obligation.
Radio + Telecommunications Correspondence School,
12, Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, South Devon, TQ14 9UN

For Sale

ICOM IC-R7100 Receiver
Scanner with short wave etc. As new, hardly used. £800 ono.
Phone 01926 425441

Field Electric Ltd
Sony 9" Super Fine pitch Trinitron colour RGB £35
Colour VGA SVGA 12/14" from £60
Philips 455A 150Mhz D. Track Scope £320
Sony/Philips 1.44M 3.5" Fuzzy Disk Drive new (removed) £15.00 free £3.50
At keyboards IBM compatible 7.50 c/p £4.00
9" Mono VGA new & boxed £60 x 60 £45
Field Electric Limited, Unit 2 Willows Link, Stevenage, Herts SG2 8AB
Tel: 01438 353781 Fax: 01438 359397

Kindly mention HRT when replying to advertisements.
TO ADVERTISE
PHONE JIM ON 01442 66551

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS/HOLDINGS G3LLL.
Yaesu, Icom, etc. FT 101 EXPERTS
6J56C 6146B 12BY7A Original type approved valves & our own Double Balanced Mixer and new band WARC Kits for original FT101 MK1-E. S.A.E. List Full Yaesu range, 15 mins Junction 31 M6. Free parking. Call and consult G3LLL without obligation. Holidays? Phone, check we are open before calling. Lunch 12-1.30pm.

LANCASHIRE

AMATEUR RADIO & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

NORTH WEST & NORTH WALES

AMATEUR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED

OPEN Tues to Sat 10-5pm

We are official factory appointed stockists and approved Service Centre for all the major brands. We are 1 mile from J23 M6.

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS/HOLDINGS G3LLL.

AMATEUR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED

We are official factory appointed stockists and approved Service Centre for all the major brands.

AMATEUR RADIO & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

BY READING THIS YOU ARE PROVING THAT THIS PAGE WORKS, CALL TODAY!

WANT TO ADVERTISE FAX JIM ON 01442 66998

SYON TRADING 16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AZ Tel: 01372 372587 Callers by appointment only.

SYON TRADING 16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AZ Tel: 01372 372587 Callers by appointment only.

AMATEUR RADIO & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

KINDLY MENTION HRT WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISES!

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD

20 Woodside Way Glenrothes
Fife KY7 5DF
Tel: 01592 756562

Open: Tuesday-Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4
Good range Kenwood, Yaesu & Icom etc, plus quality secondhand equipment

SURREY

WANT TO ADVERTISE FAX JIM ON 01442 66998

HELICITY HOUSE 12 Epsom Rd, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AT
Tel: 01372 459812 Callers by appointment only.

AMATEUR RADIO & ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

BY READING THIS YOU ARE PROVING THAT THIS PAGE WORKS, CALL TODAY!
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High Powered 2-m FM Transceiver FT-3000M

It’s Awesome!

You know who you are. You drive farther, use your mobile rig longer, and buy the most dependable radio products you can get. The FT-3000M is the only amateur 2-m FM mobile radio with 70 full watts of TX power! Reassuring, when you're driving a lonely stretch of highway!

Like the 50-Watt FT-2500M, the FT-3000M is rated MIL-STD 810. And, both let you take the back roads with confidence. Built to resist jolts, bumps and the corrosive affects of dust, mist, and rain, the new FT-3000M, and popular FT-2500M take abuse and perform like champs. Plus, the FT-3000M is a great base, too.

The new FT-3000M comes equipped with some sensational exclusive features!
- **WIDE BAND RECEIVE!** From 110-180 MHz, VHF and 300-520 MHz UHF to 800-999 MHz... And, AM aircraft receive!
- **TWIN COOLING FANS!** Unique, twin fans keep the FT-3000M running cool without a problem! So, don't worry about long transmission keydowns.
- **SELECTABLE POWER OUTPUT!** An awesome 70 watts, plus 50, 25, and 10 Watts.
- **TRUE FM!** Voice clarity has never been better.

```
This is true Wide Band receive! VHF, UHF, and 800-999 MHZ.
```

```
"Digital Code Squelch gives me more privacy than CTCSS."
```

```
"Smart-Search scans and stores active channels for quick access."
```

```
"Yaesu did it again!"
```

```
INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING! Continual scrolling menu guides you through 50 settings—and won't let you forget the next step!
```

```
SIMPPLIED FRONT PANEL! New Quick-Touch™ dual-concentric knob controls menu programming and adjustments.
```

```
PC PROGRAMMABLE! Optional ADMS-2B Windows™ Programming Software programs your FT-3000M in seconds!
```

The FT-3000M is feature-rich just like the FT-2500M, 50-Watt mobile, and built to the tough performance standards you've come to expect from Yaesu. We think you should have at least one, don't you?

Features
- Frequency Coverage
  - Wide Band Receive
  - RX: 110-180 MHz, 300-520 MHz, 800-999 MHz
  - TX: 144-146 MHz
- AM Aircraft Receive
- MIL-STD 810 Rating
- Interactive Programming
- High Power Output: 70 Watts, plus 50, 25, and 10 Watts
- Quick-Touch™ Dual Concentric Control Knob
- Twin Cooling Fans
- ADMS-2B Windows™ Programmable
- Digital Coded Squelch (DCS)
- 81 Memory Channels
- Auto Range Transpond System™ (ARTS™)
- 1200/9600 Baud Packet Compatible
- Smart-Search™
- Alphanumeric Display
- Dual Watch
- Full line of accessories

Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands. Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.

For the latest Yaesu news, hottest products, visit us on the Internet! http://www.yaesu.com
ICOM's new IC-2710H dual-band transceiver is designed for both beginners and experienced operators. It is also equipped with ICOM's newly developed HM-98 DTMF microphone.

- **Multi-function remote control microphone as standard.**
  This DTMF mic can be used for both simple and advanced operations. When using the keypad without the cover, multi-function operations such as direct entry DTMF operation etc. are possible. When covering the keypad, only simple operations are possible.

- **Optional wireless remote control microphone.**
  With the HM-90 microphone and the EX-1759 infra-red receiver, real wire-less operation is available. The BC-96 mic holder can be used to charge the internal batteries in the HM-90.

- **Optional front panel separation.**
  By using the OPC-600 or the OPC-601 separation cable, the front panel can be separated from the main unit allowing you to mount the control panel in the most convenient position.

- **Easy operation with independent dials for each band.**
  ICOM's original independent tuning control system is employed to give smooth tuning without the problems of main band selection.

- **Loads more features, get in touch for more details.**

As you know, ICOM manufacture a top range of base-stations, mobiles and handheld transceivers and receivers covering all popular Ham frequencies.
You can telephone/fax or surf the Internet to get the low-down on the high-rollers!

ICOM (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.
INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/
E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk.